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Chapter I

Escape Through The Looking Kaleidoscope

' H E Y ,   I ' M   H O M E ! '  R.J shouted aimlessly as he 
walked into his house and slammed the door behind him.

It was hot outside, school was a drag, and he wasn't in the 
mood for anyone or anything. He made his way up the stairs to 
his room without seeing or kissing his mother. Once inside, he 
shut  the  door  of  his  room  as  if  he  was  shutting  the  world 
outside. He had intended on opening it only when it was time to 
eat.

Around sixish the sun started to set. Having only had a 
toast and apple juice for breakfast, R.J's stomach started to 
rumble.  He  went  downstairs  to  the  kitchen  where  he  saw  his 
mother and sister preparing dinner. His eyes fell on the food 
before his family.

'So, what's for dinner?' He idiotically asked.

From the quick glance R.J's eyes casted, he had seen the 
components of what was soon to be known as dinner, but asked 
that  irritating  question  nonetheless.  He  had  gotten  used  to 
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being served by his mother and sister that, not only did he 
expected them to prepare a meal to his liking, but also to water 
his mouth by stating what the course was.

'Can't you see what we're making?!' His sister attacked.

'Liza Jane!'

'Sorry mom, but he asks the same stupid question everyday!'

'We're making pizza, darling,' His mother replied. 'It'll 
be ready in a minute.'

There were two flattened and powdered breads, mozzarella 
cheese, tomato sauce, and black olives. It was obvious that they 
were making a pizza. There was even pepperoni for R.J. R.J loved 
pepperoni pizzas. However, the tension during a dinning session 
with his mother and sister wasn't worth it. 

'I'm going out with my friends.'

Those  six  words  upset  his  mother.  However,  instead  of 
giving in and let her only son run himself to ruins by doing 
what he wanted rather than what he needed, she spoke her mind as 
if she wore the pants in the house.

'No, you're not.'

'Excuse me?” R.J said in a voice full of attitude.

L.J knew better. She kept out.

'You can call them back and tell them that your family has 
made you dinner.' Her tone was more strict now.

'Hah! Not likely!' He laughed at her authority.

'We're having dinner and that's final!'

'Well, I won't eat any.' He defied her.

'Fine, starve. See if I care.'

R.J's anger, at that moment, by his mother's cold comment, 
made  him  extremely  angry.  He  wished  to  brake  something;  he 
wished to hurt someone. But he didn't. He kept his fists on 
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leash for kids to take it on later. But for now, he would have 
to  wait.  His  means  of  attacking  his  family  could  only  be 
directed through one channel – or carried out via one vehicle: 
his tongue.

'I'm so sick and tired of this stupid place and this stupid 
house full of girls!' He roared harmlessly as he marched up the 
staircase back into his lair. 'I wish I live with dad!'

The problem with R.J wasn't that he saw himself an equal to 
his mom, but a superior.

R.J had hurt his mother by his last few words, more than he 
would ever know, more than she would ever admit. R.J.'s dad did 
not live with them by his own choice. He had devoiced Leila when 
R.J. was three years old and L.J was five. The kids lived with 
their mother because she wanted them, and because he didn't.

In his isolated room R.J lied on his bed thoughtlessly. He 
didn't call his friends to cancel their rendezvous because he 
never called them to begin with. He just used them as an excuse 
to go out – to escape dinner. In one way or another, he got what 
he desired. Had he gotten out, he might've hooked up with them 
unannounced. Because, like him, they were spoiled brats. But R.J 
was  much  worse  than  his  friends.  Other  than  being  rude  and 
insensitive, he was extremely selfish. He cared for nobody and 
nothing other than his own wellbeing.

R.J  was  hungry,  but  he  couldn't  stand  sitting  down  and 
eating with his mother and sister. At least not anymore. Since 
he  started  junior  high,  which  was  about  two  months  ago, 
something bugged him about home. He felt as if he wished he 
could  be  anywhere  else  in  the  world,  but  not  home.  He  even 
considered prison.

Rolling around on his blue bed, R.J spotted something on 
his bedside table, something he hadn't seen before. From first 
glance it looked like a handheld telescope, but once he picked 
it up and examined it, he knew it was a kaleidoscope.

'How did this get in here,' he thought to himself. 'If 
L.J's been in my room again I'll –' His train of thought broke 
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off as his interest was diverted by the mysterious object he 
held in his hands. He was fixated on the tube.

It appeared to be ancient by the exterior design. There was 
writing engraved round it which R.J ran his fingers across. It 
was either a prank or a prehistoric language, he guessed. The 
idea of it being from another reality failed to cross his mind.

Knowing that kaleidoscopes project colorful shapes to the 
user's eyes, R.J lifted it to his right eye to peak inside. He 
closed his left eye so that the sight of anything beside what 
his right eye would live in would not interfere. However, once 
he was in-tuned with the image the kaleidoscope was projecting, 
he thought the tube to be odd: Instead of projecting colorful 
symmetrical shapes, it offered a view of a seaside town. It was 
a colorful, bright village. The houses were white and the sky 
was blue and the grass was green. To top it all off, he could 
even  here  birds  singing  and  people  walking.  It  seamed  so 
realistic that R.J felt that he could touch it. When he removed 
the tube, the scenery was still there.

Within  the  first  seconds  of  this  sudden,  unexplainable 
realization, R.J's heart began to beat in a fright. His heart, 
eyes, and dropped jaw weren't the only body parts to shake, but 
his fingers as well: he dropped the kaleidoscope. It rolled down 
the road until it diverted to one side and hit the pavement. R.J 
walked down the road in fear and amazement at the same time. His 
surrounding environment was nothing shorter than beautiful. The 
sunshine  was  bright,  the  place  was  lively,  and  the  people 
passing by smiled at R.J.

'Where .. am I?' R.J questioned himself silently in horror.

He hadn't the slightest clue where he was, but he knew it 
could never be his hometown. Where he lived the roads weren't 
white and clean; where he lived birds were too frightened to 
come down from their tress to feed off the hands of smiling 
people; where he lived there was no sparkling view of the ocean 
seen in the background.

In an instant, R.J's eyes spotted and locked on to the 
kaleidoscope, the object he believed had the biggest role to 
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play  in  bringing  him  here.  He  picked  it  up.  When  he  looked 
through its lens once more, he saw his room. Quietness that is 
his  room  prevailed  over  the  sound  of  the  singing  birds  and 
walking  people.  Upon  removing  it,  he  was  no  longer  in  the 
village, but in his room.

'R.J? Where were you?' It was his sister asking. She was 
standing right outside the room with her hand on his door's 
knob. 'I was just in your room and you weren't here! .. Were you 
hiding in the closet or something?'

R.J just sat there on his bed in shock, then looked at his 
kaleidoscope between his hands.

'Still playing with toys? .. Anyways, mom told me to tell 
you dinner's ready, not that you deserve dinner!'

Then, she left.

R.J remained there in shock. Then, upon comprehending what 
had happened in the last few minutes, his shock changed into 
amazement. He smiled as he had found such a wonderful toy.
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Chapter II

A Whole New World

H E   D I D   N O T  know how it worked, but he thought he'd 
explore the new reality. Several thoughts crossed his mind about 
the carefree city. Was it a virtual reality? Or perhaps another 
time-space continuum? Whatever it was, R.J was extremely happy 
about having stumbled upon it. He was in no hurry to get back to 
his own reality. In fact, he thought about running away from 
home to this place.

R.J  finally  gathered  up  the  courage  to  ask  one  of  the 
townsfolk what's on his mind: what was this place called.

'Shamciti,  son,'  the  local  replied,  'I  thought  everyone 
knew the name of their hometown!?'

'Huh? Yeah ...' R.J uttered.

The local knew from R.J's question that he was an outsider. 
To show him that the people of Shamciti were friendly, he bought 
him some of their food. The meat was brown and the buns were 
creamy in color, yet their burgers' taste was like nothing R.J 
had  before.  Labeling  it  merely  delicious  would  be  an 
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understatement: it gave R.J the desire to live only to taste its 
flavor again as well as see more of this wondrous land.

However,  to  R.J's  -  as  well  as  the  locals'  –  grave 
misfortune, a dark cloud had risen on this day. Troublesome days 
would soon be amongst them. R.J became aware of this as soon as 
he spotted smiles withering away by the sight of military-like 
men marching down the streets. Horrified townsfolk rushed into 
their  houses  and  shut  their  doors  and  windows.  Others  who 
remained  outside  kept  their  hands  and  tongues  to  themselves, 
hoping that marching would be the only act they commit. R.J 
caught a glimpse of their faces and noticed that their eyes were 
blank; they had no pupils.

'Who are they?' R.J asked the local who bought him lunch, 
'and why is their eyes white?'

'They're the maverick's guards.'

'The maverick?'

'He's a demon. A real demon. He placed a spell on those men 
and now they do his biddings.'

R.J  understood  that  this  paradise  might  offer  more  pain 
than pleasure, hence he decided to go back home before something 
really bad happened. Just as R.J raised the tube to look through 
it, a woman in the crowd screamed. It startled everyone. With 
that, the minions started killing people using their own hands. 
This led to chaos: people started to scream, shoving any in 
their path as they ran haphazardly like panicking cattle. In the 
midst of the chaos, R.J was shoved so hard by the rushing locals 
that he was knocked on the floor. The kaleidoscope fell on the 
ground. R.J saw it and immediately grabbed it and ran in another 
direction, away from the commotion. Once alone to some extent, 
he raised his tube and looked through the lens.

But, it didn't work.

The other side of the lens appeared to be fractured.

Just then R.J came to a dreadful realization, one that made 
his heart pound faster than ever before. He realized that his 
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adventure has became a misadventure - that the gateway to his 
home has been sealed.

R.J soon found himself like many others – running away from 
the mad minions. He had no time to be in shock so his trans was 
cut short in order to stay alive and in one piece. Shouts were 
cried and blood was wasted; pain was felt in the air.

Not knowing what to do in such a situation, R.J went with 
the flow. Unfortunately for them, they were encountered by a 
number of minions waiting to decapitate them with swords they 
found, set them on fire with torches they've started, or simply 
disembowel them with their own fingers and madness. Fortunately 
for R.J, just before his time was up, he felt a hand fall on his 
shoulder. Before R.J was able to turn around to identify to whom 
the hand belonged to, he was snatched off the streets and into a 
concealed alleyway.

'Stay low.' The man said.

It was an old man's voice that spoke. What was odd to R.J 
about it was that it sounded familiar. Upon looking at that 
rugged face and gray hair, R.J knew without a doubt who it was.

'Granddad?'

The old man's confused expression made it clear to R.J that 
he had no clue what he was talking about. The old man, in fact, 
was his grandfather and not his grandfather at the same time. 
Physically they have never met before, but they did share the 
same blood and gens. He was R.J's grandfather's version of this 
world. In other words, he was his doppelgänger. Everyone has 
one,  but  encountering  one's  doppelgänger  wouldn't  be  easy  as 
this dimension is just as vast as R.J's.

Seeing how alone he was in this world, R.J couldn't help 
weeping. He tried to act tough, but his eyes teared faster than 
ever before. Before he knew it his shirt was damped. This whole 
episode was a shock to him. Seeing people get killed in front of 
them, having to run for his life, seeing home so far away .. all 
of those made him feel isolated and hopeless.
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'Crying ain't gonna help ya with no nothing, boy.'

R.J wiped his eyes, but tears continued to come out. His 
eyes were red now from all the sobbing. Seeing R.J like this 
broke the old man's heart: He collapsed in misery and despair. 
R.J saw this reaction bizarre as many people around them were 
dying,  so  why  should  he  care  about  one  strange  boy  whom  he 
didn't even know?

'Mister?'

'I  lost  everything,'  he  said  looking  at  his  injured 
kneecap.  'I  got  this  during  the  last  war.  Now  I  can't  even 
physically fight the maverick anymore ..'

'The  maverick  and  I  go  way  back.  The  first  time  I've 
encountered  him  –  or  rather  he  encountered  us  –  was  half  a 
century ago. He killed the duke and duchess and declared himself 
ruler of the land. I was the head of the peace-keepers back 
then, so I resisted and convinced most of the people to side 
with us. Some did, some didn't. In the end it didn't matter as 
he was too powerful for us. We were only human, but he was a 
demon. He had black magic we could only dream of. I did get 
close to him once; I gave him a scare by my saber. It pissed him 
off, I remember,' he laughed, then went on: 'I tell ya, although 
it felt good giving him that scare, it lost me more than I 
bargained for. I was willing to give my life up, and he knew it, 
so he didn't take it. Instead, he took the life of all my men 
and family, and spared me so that I would suffer.

'I was so ashamed I went into hiding for a few years. The 
peace-keepers were no more; freedom was gone; hope was lost. It 
took me a couple of years to recuperate, but after that I was 
ready for a challenge. I managed to get in touch with some of 
the last of the surviving resistance and we started a militia. 
We planned an attack and went along with it: it got me a chance 
to face the maverick once again. “You again?” I remember his 
wicked voice saying. I told him that I had nothing to lose this 
time. Little did I know, I was wrong. I threatened him by my 
saber that unless he finishes me off, I would slice his body 
into pieces. He smiled and replied by the worst words I would 
ever hear: “No. I will not kill you. This time, for defying me, 
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I will make you  suffer more than you ever thought possible.” 
Then, he vanished. It was the last time anyone had ever seen 
him.

'Life went back to normal. I was clueless to what he had 
meant, but ignored it as we had regained our town again. We 
celebrated and partied for a long time. After five years I got 
married  and  had  a  child.  A  daughter.  Leila.  That's  when  he 
returned. He killed my wife and took my child, then disappeared. 
Now  he  returns  to  take  even  more,  but  I  can't  fight  him 
anymore ...'

He  never  saw  his  daughter  again;  he  never  met  his 
grandchild. Hearing his story made R.J more furious than sad. He 
stood up on both legs with rage against the tyrant.

'I'm gonna get your daughter back, sir!'

'Son. It's been forty-five years since I've last seen her. 
Even if she was alive, she wouldn't know me. She'd probably been 
as demonic as he is.'

'I'm gonna get her back. Then, I'm gonna rip that monster's 
heart out!'

The old man was shocked to see R.J's strong motivation. One 
minute ago he was crying like a girl, now he was crying like a 
soldier. R.J saw the look of confusion upon his granddad's face.

'I  understand  that  this  guy's  a  demon,  but  I've  never 
backed down from any fight.'

It was true. R.J fought his first fight when he was eight 
with his first bully. When he won, the bully called his big 
brother from high-school. R.J fought his brother as well. Of 
course R.J was half his age, but he took him on nevertheless. 
R.J  was  many  things,  but  he  wasn't  a  coward:  he  fought  his 
fights.

The old man smiled. Seeing R.J's determination and courage, 
he understood that if there was anyone who could defeat the 
maverick, it would be R.J. The old man was in no position to 
fight anymore, hence he transferred his combat skills to R.J. 
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There  was  no  time  to  do  so  by  training,  so  he  did  it 
spiritually.

'I feel .. different.' Exclaimed R.J.

'You should. I just transferred all my fighting experience 
to your body.'

'Are you .. a warlock or something?'

'Ha ha ha!' He let out an elderly laughter mixed with old-
age coughing. 'No, my boy, I'm not a warlock. I'm just one of 
the natives, that's all.'

R.J was just starting to understand the physiques and logic 
of  this  world.  This  dimension  was  more  in-tune  with  the 
spiritual aspect of life. Because of this, demons and humans, as 
well as other beings, exist on the same line, hence could see 
and interact with each other. And that, as R.J would later find 
out, was just the tip of the iceberg.
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Chapter III

Birth of a Champion

T H E   Y O U N G   H E R O  stepped out of his hiding place 
with  the  intention  of  slaying  a  beast.  Aside  from  new-found 
passion, he had a lifetime experience of a military general. Now 
all he needed was to face the people's nightmare.

By the time R.J was on the streets, the zombies had left. A 
smell of defeat was all that was left in the air. Bodies laid 
down on the bloody ground: some dead, some waiting to die. R.J 
walked  towards  the  first  local  his  eyes  met  who  was  still 
capable of speaking. He asked him where the maverick's residence 
was.

'Why?'

'Because I'm going there to kill him.'

'.. You're crazy,' the local judged. 'He's the maverick: he 
doesn't get killed, he does the killing!'

'Everything dies.'
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R.J was surprised by some of the things he said. He never 
cared about anything before in his life, now he cared enough to 
risk his own life. He tried to hold on to his old excuse for his 
actions, which was that he never backs down from a challenge, 
but he found it invalid for this fight. It did not apply since 
this wasn't his fight to begin with. However, R.J did find the 
real reason to why he wished to fight: it was for the people, 
for their friends, for their .. families.

For his courageous act the people gave R.J a sword.

'A sword?' R.J complained as he examined the sword in his 
hand. 'Don't you have any real weapons? Like machine-guns and 
rocket-launchers?'

'It isn't any ordinary sword,' the mayer replied. 'It's a 
hero's sword.'

'Why, it's Shamciti's legacy.' One of the locals around R.J 
spoke,  'It  was  forged  by  witchcraft  with  the  combination  of 
metal and light.'

'It  is  the  only  blade  that  could  vanquish  such  evil,' 
another man added.

R.J didn't believe the endorsements, but after what he had 
seen in the last couple of hours, he was willing to believe 
almost anything.

'So, this hero's sword .. did it have an owner?'

R.J wondered if they would mention his grandfather.

'We did have a hero,' the mayer explained, 'but he was 
murdered by the maverick when he objected to his domination of 
the throne.'

R.J realized that to each story was more than a side. His 
granddad wasn't the only hero, but there were others beside him. 
It took an army to face a demon, yet they failed. Perhaps, the 
people thought and hoped, all it needed was one. R.J took the 
sword and, looking at the people one by one with their willful 
eyes, labeled them – unintentionally - cowards with his own.
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'We'd do it, but ..' the mayer replied, but then broke off.

'I'll do it.'

R.J  understood  that  they  were  too  frightened,  and  that, 
upon  encountering  the  maverick  himself,  he  might  be  just  as 
terrified. Regardless, he headed towards the castle.

The closer R.J got, the tighter he grabbed onto his only 
friend. None wished to accompany him to face the maverick except 
for his sword. The closer he got and the tighter he held it, the 
more it shone. It's blade was no longer silver, but a golden 
yellow like that of a brilliant sun on a sunny day. He felt its 
power; he got aquanaut with it. Together, they agreed to take 
down the maverick for once and for all.

By the sword R.J opened the castle's front gates. He did 
not sneak through the back door as he wasn't ashamed of his 
intentions. All those poor minions that stood in his way were to 
be sliced up, R.J thought. He hadn't taken any life before, and 
had no intention of doing so. Killing a demon and beating up 
humans were fine, but taking a human life was something he had 
never wished to execute.

'Step aside!' He threatened them by his glowing sword.

They caught R.J's bluff; they kept coming closer towards 
him. R.J tried to think of them as dead humans – that killing 
them now would not be killing them, but putting them out of 
their miseries, but no matter how much he tried to sugarcoat it, 
he knew that deep down inside they were still human. He ended up 
running bypass them towards the throne room. He kept a belief, 
or rather a wish, that once he rids the people of this menace, 
all would return to their prior state.

Upon barding in the throne room, R.J's eyes finally met the 
demon. Because of the form he saw before him, he shivered. The 
maverick was as black as a moonless night, and as unbound as a 
snake's  jaws.  His  entity  was  that  of  a  shadow,  uniting  and 
extending  as  the  maverick  pleased.  The  maverick  preferred  to 
stand in the form of a man – a thin, ten-foot tall, cloaked man 
with only his hands exposed. His hands were as tall and thin as 
sticks; his fingers were as tall and thin as blades. On the back 
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of each palm were his eyes. He smiled. R.J could not see or hear 
his smile, but he could feel it. Regardless of his fear, R.J 
stood  his  grounds  and  raised  his  sword.  R.J's  pose  clearly 
stated why he was here. Without a word, he demanded a challenge.

The  room  was  empty.  They  were  alone.  The  maverick 
approached him. R.J planted his foot.
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Chapter IV

The Boy And The Maverick

U P O N   T H E   M A V E R I C K ' S  approach, his serious 
silence  broke  into  a  laughter.  Shockingly,  its  nature  wasn't 
sinister, but rather innocent.

'I'm  sorry,'  the  maverick  apologized,  'I  tried  to  be 
serious, but I mean come on. The hero's sword? The whole final 
face-off thing?'

R.J was shocked at first, but it soon enraged him.

'You think I'm a joke?'

'I  think  a  fight  till  death  is  a  joke,'  the  maverick 
stated. 'Come on, put it down. Life's short enough as it is.'

'And yours will be shorter.'

R.J threatened as he dashed towards the maverick with his 
sword. The maverick evaded, gaining a window to counterattack 
and kill R.J: he was wide open from the back. R.J knew that he 
could have died right then, but he didn't. As he turned around 
he saw the maverick standing.
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'What's wrong with you?' R.J shouted at him.

Unexpectedly, the maverick moved rapidly: one second he was 
across the room, the second he was in R.J's face. There was only 
room for a hair between R.J and the maverick's face. R.J stared 
into the darkness that was his head. Apparently, the maverick's 
cloak hooded darkness.

'If I wanted you dead,' the maverick spoke darkly, 'you'd 
be dead. But I'm not the bad guy the people put me out to be.'

R.J let out a puff of air in disbelief.

'You  think  I'm  the  villain  of  the  story?'  The  maverick 
asked as he swarm around R.J. 'Tell me. Who is it that came into 
my  house  asking  for  my  blood  to  be  spilled?  Even  though  I 
clearly stated that I wished you no harm?'

'I'm here for the people!'

'You're here to kill me!'

'So the killing would stop!'

'Killing brings more killing! Only stopping brings a stop!'

Anger was in the air; it consumed both of them. However, 
the maverick knew better. He let go of his anger and calmed 
himself down. He smiled innocently once more.

'I will kill you for your crimes.' R.J barked.

'Sorry, I was just having fun.' He replied sincerely.

'Kidnapping children from their fathers and killing their 
mothers .. this is your idea of fun?'

Suddenly, the maverick's face became serious. It was as if 
those accusations brought something bitter to him, some horrible 
memory he wished to lock away and forget about. He approached 
R.J with no harmful intentions, but R.J kept on guard just the 
same. The maverick showed him his right arm and hand, front and 
back, then the other. There was no scar.
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'It was my father.' The maverick elaborated. 'He's the one 
who committed .. those crimes. The only action I put my powers 
to is captivating people's bodies.'

He was a kid, R.J noted, about his age or perhaps a bit 
older. Clearly this wasn't the maverick that had attacked five 
decades ago. This was junior.

'And where is evil senior?'

The maverick thought about ignoring that question, but knew 
that R.J would keep wasting his time in looking for him unless 
he told him what became of his father.

'He .. passed away.' he lied sincerely.

R.J felt sympathetic, but then shook off that feeling: R.J 
got ready to fight.

'Like father like son,' R.J stated. 'It will only be a 
matter of time before you start taking lives as well.'

The  maverick  saw  that  reasoning  would  not  do  with  R.J, 
hence he went to him and offered himself.

'If you believe a son has to pay for his father's crimes, 
then go ahead. I don't want to live in that kind of world.'

Just  then  R.J  had  an  epiphany.  He  realized  that  the 
maverick and himself had more in common than he thought. Both of 
them had horrible fathers: R.J's own father walked out on him 
and his sister and mother because he was a self-centered jerk. 
Did that mean that R.J is just like him? That because his father 
was  a  cruel  killer  that  he  would  be  the  same  in  time.  R.J 
refused to believe that.

R.J. lowered his shoulders as they lost their stiffness. 
His sword soon followed. He's not evil, R.J judged, he was just 
pissed off at the world like him.

'You know,' the maverick said, 'I believe out there in the 
world, there's a person for every person who could break through 
the walls he built. That he would make the other, who had always 
been serious and angry, laugh. Do you think that could be true?'
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R.J. thought about it.

'I suppose.' He replied.

'I like you. What do they call you?'

'Uh .. my name's Ralph-John, but everyone calls me R.J.'

'R.J? What does it mean?'

'.. I dunno. It's just a name, I guess.'

'Nonsense. A name is who you are! My name is Lunn Bolivar. 
Lunn means strong, warlike, mighty!'

Lunn turned around R.J. The thought of Lunn attacking him 
now that he had his guard down crossed R.J's mind, but he felt 
that he could trust Lunn with his life. R.J soon understood that 
all Lunn was doing was merely examining him. Lunn stopped, then 
announced:

'I will call you Malin. It means strong little warrior. 
Yes, it suits you well, Malin.'

Then, Lunn broke into a laugh. R.J joined him. Seeing that 
his foe befriended him rather than bit his head off, R.J dropped 
his sword. He had no use for it. Lunn noticed it.

'May I have it?'

'Why?'

'You're kidding me right? It's the sword of the hero who 
took the great maverick down!'

R.J smiled.

Lunn took the sword and hung it above the throne. He then 
set his minions free and stood in the public square where he 
apologized for his father's actions. As for keeping minions, he 
took full responsibilities. He told them he was just having fun. 
The people got greedy and demanded his head. Lunn gave them a 
serious look and they accepted his apology.

'What are you gonna do now, Lunn?'
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'Depends on you. What are you going to do?'

'Well, the mayer offered me the throne .. I could be king.'

'Are you?'

'No. I suggested that who should rule must get the highest 
votes of all the locals first.' R.J naïvely said.

'Good call.' Lunn replied just as naïvely, then insisted: 
'But you still haven't answered my question yet. What are you 
going to do now?'

'Hopefully, find a way home.'

R.J couldn't believe he uttered those words. Before this 
day he wanted nothing more than to get away from home, but now, 
being away, experiencing what he experienced, he wished nothing 
more than to be with his family.

'Then I'm gonna help you get home.'

Upon hearing those words, R.J knew that he was no longer 
alone in this world or any other. By doing the right choice he 
had gained a friend. A true friend, R.J felt, one that would 
always stand by him till the end.
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Book TWo

THE JourNEY
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Chapter V

A Quest of the Heart

' M A L I N ,   L O O K ! '   L U N N   pointed towards the 
horizon. 'That's Mount Thalj.'

'For real? I thought it would take days before we could see 
it,' R.J replied ecstatically. 'I guess walking for six hours 
straight  did  the  trick.  At  this  rate,  we'll  be  there  in  no 
time!'

R.J and Lunn had been traveling on foot ever since they've 
left Shamciti through a portal. There was one for each region 
which only demons could operate. Luckily for R.J, his companion 
had  that  advantage.  They  traveled  across  the  globe  in  an 
instant, but to reach their destination, they had to continue by 
foot. 

Lunn had taken a look at R.J's kaleidoscope. He was able to 
read  the  language  transcribed  on  it  and  knew  that  it  was 
manufactured in this world. How it got to R.J's was a mystery to 
both R.J and Lunn. Lunn had an educated guess to who had created 
the kaleidoscope. It was by a person who goes by the name the 
maker.
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The  maker  is  many  things:  a  scholar,  a  discoverer,  an 
inventor. He is an erudite; he has knowledge in almost every 
field known to man, except for human emotions. That soon proved 
to be his Achilles' heel; it was the main reason that led to his 
downfall.  He  failed  to  deal  with  the  death  of  his  twin 
daughters, whom he loved above all and lost both at an early 
age. After that he wasn't the same. His wife left him, and so 
he, feeling forsaken, left his village. He traveled to a place 
of  extreme  temperatures  which,  ironically,  reflected  his 
feelings towards his bitter life. He came to live by himself, 
isolating himself from his own kind until he understands the 
human psyche or death takes him.

In this harsh, almost lifeless wasteland, storms thundered 
and  blizzards  reigned  supreme.  History  has  yet  to  witness  a 
sunny day in this region. Clouds gave birth to either snow or 
hail – rain was the child of less frigidly clouds. R.J would've 
turned into a popsicle at such a temperature, but because of the 
experience he received from his granddad, he learned to endure. 
It was still cold, but it was worth it. Meeting the maker was 
like getting another chance to go home. Going home. That was the 
only thought that kept R.J going.

Along the harsh path, R.J and Lunn spotted something beside 
their goal across the horizon. It was a figure of a three-foot 
high person in a dark wintry cloak coming from the opposite 
direction.  R.J  saw  an  old  lady  in  those  rags;  Lunn  saw  a 
weakling.

'I beg of you ..' she spoke in a weak, fricative voice, 
'please .. food ...'

Looking at her, Lunn pondered the same thought. It has been 
hours since he had eaten anything, and she looked as tasty as 
any other. However, he refrained from feasting on her. He saw 
himself on parole and had to be on his best behavior or else he 
might lose his only friendship.

Needing their energy to continue their quest, R.J refrained 
from  answering  and  walked  bypass  the  stranger.  He  wished  to 
assist, but he hadn't have any food to give to the needy. He 
didn't even have any for himself or his friend. It was a cold 
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world, and only cold reactions would deliver the message. R.J 
thought it was the best thing to do, but for their sake and the 
old lady's. As R.J and Lunn walked away, the old lady remained 
standing there.

'I  beg  you  ..'  she  repeated,  this  time  sounding  more 
fragile and in desperate need. 'Please .. feed me ...'

'With what?' R.J shouted back. His heart failed at being 
cold.

'Anything edible would do,' she replied. 'As long as its 
not rocks or stones.'

Lunn did not know her in person, but knew her kind well. 
Wanting to help in any way he could, R.J torn a piece of his 
cloth and handed it to her.

'Here,' R.J replied. 'It's all I've got.'

'Thank you, sonny.' She replied as she devoured the piece 
of cloth instantly. 'Thank you for your kindness. In return, I 
will give you -'

'It's really not necessary,' R.J interrupted.

'But I insist.'

She took R.J's hand, and, without revealing what's inside 
hers, she placed an object in his hand then closed it. It felt 
like cold metal. Once she faded into the blizzard, R.J opened 
his hand and looked at his reward.

'What is it?' Lunn asked curiously as he eyeballed it.

'It's a locket.'

It  was  rusty  and  bronze.  It  didn't  seem  to  be  worth 
anything, but R.J guessed that it perhaps held sentimental value 
to the old lady for carrying it with her across this snowstorm. 
R.J. wasted no time in opening it. The thought of it being a 
Pandora's box didn't even cross his mind. Fortunately for him, 
it wasn't anything of a sort. Inside the locket was an engraving 
in the shape of a kris.
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'You think this means something?' R.J asked.

'Yeah, I think it does,' Lunn replied with a mysterious 
tone. 'It means that a thousand years from now your body will be 
revived  with  full  recollection  of  this  life  time  plus  the 
knowledge of the afterlife.'

'Really?'

'No.'

Lunn laughed heartedly; R.J frowned at the joke. He put the 
locket away and kept walking towards Mount Thalj. They were soon 
starving and tired. There was nothing they could do about their 
first problem, but the solution to the second was easy. They 
decided to stop for a while to rest. Lunn noticed a few logs 
sticking out of the snow here and there, hence asked R.J to 
gather a few of them to make a campfire.

'A fire in the middle of a blizzard?'

'Why not?'

R.J did as he was asked. Lunn placed his hands together and 
concentrated. He began chanting. Soon, a blue ball of flame grew 
between his hands. Once it grew to the size of R.J's fists, it 
became too hot for Lunn to handle hence he threw it at the pile 
of wood. They caught on fire. R.J was impressed.
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Chapter VI

Two Travelers, A Campfire, and the Truth

I T S   F L A M E S   W E R E  blue, but it was just as warm as 
a red-flamed fire. R.J and Lunn sat around it to warm up while 
they rested. Snow continued to fall and winds continued to blow, 
but neither one of them had any effect on Lunn's fire.

Lunn felt a wall between him and R.J. He didn't wish it 
existed  as  he  saw  R.J  had  the  potential  to  become  his  true 
friend. However, in order for that to happen, the wall must come 
down, Lunn decided. Lunn knew very well what that wall was and 
how to take it down. However, there could be a cost. It would 
either  gain  him  the  friendship  that  he  craved,  or  destroys 
everything he had with R.J – with the human. Lunn decided to 
risk it. He had to obtain a true friendship, or nothing at all.

'Malin?'

'Yeah?'

'Um .. remember when I said my dad passed away?'

'Yeah?'
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'I lied. I killed him,' Lunn said. 'I found out that he was 
the main cause of the Shamciti's misery and confronted him. I 
begged him to stop, but he insisted. So I ...'

'Don't worry about it. You did the right choice.'

'Taking a life is a right choice?'

'Taking a life to prevent it from taking lives is a right 
choice,' R.J spoke philosophically.

'And since we're being honest with each other,' Lunn added, 
getting into his true confession, 'there's one more thing you 
should know.'

'Yes?'

'Um .. my dad .. how should I put this .. he's name is .. 
Lunn.'

'So? I had this schoolmate who's name is the same as his 
father's, but that didn't make him a criminal like his old man.' 
R.J replied. '... Maybe in the future, I donno. But he's the 
most hard-working nerd I know.'

'No, that's not what I'm getting at,' Lunn replied with 
frustration. R.J could see clearly that he wasn't taking this 
chat as lightly as he was. 'What I'm trying to say is .. my pops 
and I .. we're kinda the same person.'

R.J put on his serious face. He got up and walked towards 
Lunn, looking him straight in the face of darkness.

'Listen to me,' R.J said. 'You and him are not the same. 
Just because you two share the same blood and he raised you does 
not mean you are alike. You two are nothing alike.'

'Yeah, but in my case .. we are,' Lunn insisted, then came 
out with the truth: 'I'm him; he's me. I made him up to ease my 
repentance progress or whatever it is that you call it. Sorry.'

'What?' R.J fired up.

'Please don't hate me.' Lunn begged for mercy as a human 
begs from a demon.
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'You were him?'

R.J, upon realizing that he was tricked, sprang from the 
ground and away from the maverick.

'It  was  you  all  along  ..  the  one  who  attacked  my 
granddad  ..  the  one  who  kidnapped  my  mother  ..  the  one  who 
killed all those people. That was you!'

'Yes. But I really have changed. Meeting you, I -'

'Oh, save it!'

Lunn saw how much angry R.J was, and knew that, in this 
case, the more water he would try to pour on the fire, the 
stronger it would burn. He got up, turned around, and started to 
leave miserably.

'Where are you going?' R.J shouted.

Lunn stopped, turned around, and uttered his last word with 
sadness in his voice: 'Away.'

As Lunn started to disappear, R.J woke up. He realized the 
grave mistake he was making. Lunn might not be perfect, but then 
again, who is. Furthermore, he felt Lunn's aura: it was not 
deceptive. He might've been a murderer once, but those days were 
over. He really had changed, R.J noticed, and unless he acts 
quick, he knew that he would lose the only friend he had in this 
world.

'Lunn, wait!'

Lunn stopped and turned around. R.J walked towards him.

'I'm stupid. Please forgive me.'

Just by looking into R.J's eyes, Lunn understood that R.J 
didn't wish to lose him. He needed him. He trusted him.

'Malin, I kept the truth from you because I couldn't handle 
losing you. But just now, sitting by your side at the fire, I 
realized that no true friendship could be built on a lie. So, I 
told you the truth. No matter how ugly it was, I told you the 
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truth. And .. I want to always be able to tell you the truth. 
Can I do that?'

R.J's ears could not cry, so his eyes teared for them. He 
could not recall a time before this evening when his emotions 
made him tear. Just then he began to realize what he had. No 
matter what would happen next, nothing will keep him and Lunn 
apart.

The two returned back to the campfire. Glancing at Lunn, 
R.J understood that he was as old as his granddad if not older. 
But that didn't matter. He wished to embrace Lunn – or even just 
put his arms around Lunn – but could not due to Lunn's strange 
physique. Before he knew it, he was staring rudely at Lunn's eye 
on his dorsum of his huge hand.

'Something a matter?'

'Oh,  sorry,'  R.J  apologized,  shifting  his  eyesight 
awkwardly towards the campfire instantly.

With every passing second the question R.J wished to fire 
struggled to be set free. It itched, but he tried to kill it in 
respect for Lunn. But he couldn't; the more he tired, the more 
it rose, until ...

'So what exactly are you?' It came out.

R.J thought about taking back his question, but wanted to 
hear what Lunn's answer would be. Lunn looked at R.J and knew 
exactly what he was asking.

'Does it matter?'

R.J looked back at Lunn, thought about it, then smiled and 
shook his head in negation with a smile.

Lunn smiled too, then said with ease: 'Don't lie!'

R.J's smile died once he heard those two words: it did not 
die gradually, but all at once.

'I wasn't.'
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At  that  point,  both  of  the  travelers'  expressions  got 
serious. It was as if the cold weather got to their emotions. 
Then, when all of a sudden, Lunn dashed towards R.J, grabbing 
him from his chest and looking at him straight in the face.

'Do you have any idea how many people I've slain!' Lunn 
exclaimed in a wicked tone, 'Men, women, children .. some were 
brave and fought for their lives, others begged to be spared .. 
but I didn't. I spared no one.'

A cold breeze passed by them as Lunn held his position and 
attitude. At first, R.J was terrified, even though it was not 
Lunn's primary objective. Then, R.J replaced his own projected 
emotions: he calmed himself. He knew well that Lunn could never 
hurt him: he might've put on a scary act, but his aura couldn't. 
His essence was visible to R.J – he could see that Lunn was 
scared.

R.J  bravely,  and  foolishly,  opened  his  mouth  and  said: 
'That was before you met me.'

'And what makes you think you're so special?'

'Because,' R.J. said as Lunn awaited him to continue. 'I'm 
your person, remember?'

Lunn lowered R.J slowly, then stood there for a while. He 
was  thinking.  R.J,  upon  seeing  that  he  was  losing  him, 
continued:

'Everyone has a person out there, one who can make the 
other break. Make the seriousness go away and smile. I'm yours.'

Hearing R.J say those words – words which both of them felt 
– Lunn started leaving.

'I shouldn't be with you,' Lunn said as he left. 'It was a 
mistake.'

'What? Why?' R.J demanded.

'Because I'm a demon!' Lunn roared as his head turned back 
towards R.J. 'If I stick with you, demons would come after us 
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for treachery, and humans would come do the same for the same 
reason. It's better for both of us if I just got lost.'

'No!'

'Get lost!'

'I won't let you go!'

'Stop following me or I will kill you.'

'I don't care!'

After the moment of exchanging shouts ended, the winds were 
all that was heard. R.J stood there with frozen tears across his 
red cheeks; Lunn stood a few feet away from him with his back 
turned. Then, R.J broke the silence in a calm, pleading tone:

'Don't go.'

'Why?' Lunn asked just as calmly without turning around.

'Because .. because I need you. I don't think I would last 
in this world without you .. and I think you need me as well.'

'I could crush you with two fingers,' he replied bitterly 
as to scare him off. 'What could I possibly need from you?'

'Understanding  ..  companionship  ..  love  ...  I  might  not 
benefit you physically, but I can emotionally. The moment I've 
laid my sword aside, the moment I handed it to you .. it was the 
same moment I placed my life in your hands. Now .. you think you 
are protecting me by leaving, but in fact you are killing me. My 
body would live, but my heart would die.'

Lunn was silent.

'Look. I don't know what just happened, but I really want 
you to stay. I don't care if the whole two worlds came after us. 
I want you to stay with me.'

Lunn titled his head halfway.

'Because of what I am?'

'Because of who you are.'
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Lunn turned his head towards R.J.

'Please.'

Lunn returned back to the campfire. He sat down facing it. 
R.J sat next to him quietly.

'Sorry,' Lunn replied in his old tone, the cheerful one 
before him was serious. 'I guess this persona of anger I keep 
shifting into is sort of like my inner demon,' Lunn joked.

Then, Lunn was silent after that. R.J. didn't say a word 
either. He feared that if he mentioned the demon issue again at 
any time soon, he would lose him for good.

R.J wasn't completely sure why he cared about Lunn, but he 
knew it was something to do with the person inside of him. Every 
time he had doubts about his friend, he closed his eyes and felt 
his aura; eyes and appearances could lie, but essences could 
not. Lunn's essence was inherently good.

The  blizzard  around  them  -  as  well  as  the  blue  blaze 
between them - raged on, but their emotions were cool. It was 
true that they were physically in one place for a long time, but 
their spiritual and mental form had traveled a long way ever 
since they started the campfire.

'Ah, Malin, listen,' Lunn suddenly spoke in a soft voice, 
breaking a silence of about fifteen minutes. 'I never got a 
chance to thank you.'

'For what?' R.J replied cluelessly.

'You saved me back there,' he said, 'in Shamciti, I mean. 
You saved me from myself. The truth is .. I took a lot of lives, 
and  would've  continued  if  you  hadn't  come  along.  And  you 
could've done what many before you have done: make an enemy out 
of me. But you didn't. You gave me a second chance.'

'Hey, I'm the one who should be thanking you.'

'Yeah right! For what?'

R.J. glanced up at Lunn in a puzzled way. Upon realizing 
that Lunn had no idea what he had done to R.J, he smiled.
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'... You don't know, do you? Back there, the whole barging 
into  your  layer  with  the  sword  ..  it  wasn't  an  act.  I  had 
intended to kill you. I mean really kill you.'

'So?'

'So? .. So? - Where I come from killing is a big deal! And 
I'm not talking about the legal side or what others would think 
of you. I never thought about killing anything .. well, maybe 
house insects and sometimes time. But seriously, when I got here 
and started hearing about your crimes and seeing your men kill 
innocent people and grind them to dust .. I really believed that 
you were evil. I took the sword and the intention of killing 
you! I never dreamed of taking anyone's life.'

'Even a demon's?'

'Any life. The point I'm trying to make here is that: you 
made me want to kill. But when I got to you, you released me 
from my anger. I don't know what it was exactly, your attitude, 
or your personality, or your laugh .. but something made me 
change. Not only I didn't want to kill you, but I don't want to 
hold that anger or those thoughts that I held back there. Even 
before I came here I was always angry. Now .. I'm more calm. I 
don't want to ever return to the way it was. I want this to 
last.

'.. I guess we both changed each other.'
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Chapter VII

The Fourth Kind

R . J   A N D   L U N N   experienced an awkward moment from 
looking at each other for a long time hence rolled their eyes 
away. R.J's eyes found their way up to the sky. It was full of 
stars. Lunn's eyes soon joined him.

'You asked relier .. about what I am.' Lunn said.

'No, you don't have to explain.'

'I  want  to.  There  are  four  species  of  mankind  in  this 
world. First there's humans, like you and the villagers. Then 
there's people like me, demons. We're actually called demans, 
but humans called us demons for our demonic behavior.

'My kind has been around as long as humans and history 
goes,  and  since  we  have  higher  awareness  of  our  magical 
potentials,  we  counted  ourselves  as  superiors  to  humans.  My 
ancestors  enslaved  and  dominated  the  humans.  Some  still  do. 
That's why they think we are evil. Just because we are born 
demans, they labeled us demons. “Nothing good could become of a 
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demon”, they'd say. Living with my kind .. I really can't blame 
humans for thinking so low of us.

'I actually did have a father, but he was no demon. He was 
the most honest deman I have ever known. He taught me morals and 
right from wrong; he taught me not to associate with my own kind 
or  any  other  because  of  the  way  I  was  born.  No  one  would 
understand. My pops .. he never did anything to anyone, yet when 
the humans discovered us, they had him burnt alive. Even as he 
died in pain, he told me to never hate them for what they did. 
That they were just scared. But I did hate them. How could you 
not  hate  someone  who  burns  a  good  person  who,  not  only  did 
nothing to you, but didn't even put up a fight. And my pops, he 
wasn't  a  pushover  –  he  was  one  of  the  strongest  and  most 
powerful demans I have ever seen. But he forgave them as they 
tourchered  him  and  laughed.  Tell  me,  who're  the  real  demons 
here?'

Lunn's eyes were watery at this point.

'That's why you became a maverick?'

Lunn said nothing, but he didn't have to. R.J understood 
his reasons behind what he had done. He did what society pushed 
him to do; he became what people expected him to become. R.J 
could understand what Lunn was going through as he himself had 
this ongoing problem in his world. Although there is only one 
type of mankind, there are two genders. The two genders are in a 
way like the four species here: each are taught and treated in 
different manners and have certain expectations. For one gender 
to act as the other would not be accepted.

'So,  what  are  the  other  two?  I  mean  out  of  the  four 
mankinds?' R.J asked partially because he was interested, and 
partially because he wanted to change the subject. They could 
discuss  the  social  inequality  all  nightlong  and  accomplish 
nothing.

'There's weaklings, but their real names are wemans, like 
the  one  who  gave  you  that  locket.  Every  specie  calls  them 
weaklings  because  they  are  the  weakest.  I  don't  hate  them 
personally, but I also don't associate with them.'
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'And the fourth kind?'

Lunn  smiled,  then  replied:  'you  don't  wanna  know.  The 
fourth kind are people you won't want to associate with.'

'Come on, tell me. Maybe I met one of them.'

'Believe me, you haven't.' R.J didn't understand what Lunn 
meant. 'We better get going. It's going to get dark soon.'

It was already dark, R.J noticed, but understood that, in a 
world such as this, it could get darker.

'Don't you mean we better turn in?'

'You're joking, right? I don't know about your world, but 
around here, if you sleep in this kind of weather, you are never 
going to wake up again.'

Although tired, they put out the fire and continued towards 
their destination.

As Mount Thalj became only a thirty-minutes walk away, R.J 
and  Lunn  saw  a  couple  of  monsters  blocking  the  way.  Twin 
abominable snowmen were the first thought to cross R.J's mind. 
On  the  account  of  them  not  appearing  very  friendly,  R.J 
understood that more likely than not, they won't let them pass 
without a fight. Violence was the last thing R.J wanted, but 
running bypass them was not an option. The path was too narrow 
for them to get through with those two bulldozers.

'The harder they are, the faster they fall, right? Come on, 
we'll just kick our way through.'

'No, we won't.'

'Huh?'

As R.J tilted his face towards one of Lunn's eyes, he saw 
fear in it.

'Don't tell me you're scared of a couple of gorillas? You, 
the great maverick who enslaved the land -'
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'Just that land back there!' Lunn exclaimed with horror. 
'Why do you think I never ruled the entire earth? Because I'm 
not stupid, I know there are things much stronger than myself. 
These two are a fine example.'

Then, R.J understood.

'Those are the fourth kind, aren't they?'

Lunn nodded.

'Hey, don't sweat it. You've got me on your side, remember? 
We'll kick their butts and be at the maker's before dawn.'

'Doubt it, buddy. These two are legends. They are known to 
be  fierce.  I'm  considered  brutal,  but  these  guys  ..  they're 
nightmare personified.'

'Well .. isn't there another route around them we could 
take?'

'No. This one's the only one.'

R.J saw how much scared Lunn was, but at the same time he 
couldn't give up the idea of returning home to make amens. But, 
he unselfishly made his decision.

'I understand. I'm not going to force you to fight this 
battle, so you could go.'

'What about you?'

'I have to see the maker. I'm sorry, but I have to go 
home.'

'You'll get killed.'

R.J didn't reply. He knew the chance of that happening very 
well. At the same time, he couldn't live without letting his 
mother and sister know the truth – that they haven't failed in 
raising him, that he would never pick to live with his father 
over them. Delivering the truth to them was the least he could 
do after all the pain and misery he had caused them. He wanted 
to stay and live with Lunn, but he had always lived his life 
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according to what he wanted: it was time he grew up and put 
others before himself.

'Wait,' Lunn interrupted R.J's march. 'I'm not letting you 
go alone.'

'You'll die.'

'Then we'll go down together.'

'Don't be heroic, Lunn. You've done more than enough for me 
already. I will always remember you for it, but you don't have 
to throw your life just to prove to me that you have changed.'

'My life had no value before you come along. I'm afraid it 
will lose its value if you're gone. So I'm not doing this for 
you, but for me.'

'Lair.' R.J said smiling.

'You're welcome. Ready?' Lunn asked.

R.J filled his lung with the cold air and confidence, then 
nodded. Together, they marched towards the two titans.
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Chapter VIII

Kris of War

D E S I R I N G   A   P E A C E F U L  resolution, R.J and Lunn 
decided on a constructive approach: they respectfully requested 
a right to pass, however, as expected, the two monstrous titans 
replied with an attack.

Lunn evaded by shifting out of the way. Then, in a moment 
of worry and regret, he looked for R.J, and found out that he 
too had dodged the attack in time. The look in R.J's eyes showed 
confidence. They told Lunn: Don't worry about me, I'll carry my 
own weight. Both R.J and Lunn knew the odds were against them, 
but engaged in the battle regardless.

It was clear that R.J was at a disadvantage; it didn't take 
long before he was knocked across the battlefield. Upon seeing 
R.J  take  the  hit,  Lunn  swooped  towards  him.  Fortunately  for 
them, their foes weren't as fast.

‘Hey, you okay?'

‘Yeah.’ R.J replied as he sat up right and ran his fingers 
through his hair in search of wounds.
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‘Well. Come on, get up. They’re coming.’

R.J  got  up  and  noticed  that  his  only  two  materialistic 
possessions, his kaleidoscope and locket, had fallen from his 
pocket.  He  picked  up  the  kaleidoscope  and  placed  it  in  his 
pocket. However, upon picking up the locket, R.J noticed that it 
was open.

‘Then close it and let’s go.’ Lunn replied.

‘The engraved symbol,’ R.J replied with a mesmerized tone. 
‘It’s glowing.’

The  symbol  of  the  kris  was  shining  so  bright  that  it 
reflected in R.J’s pupils. R.J was so captivated by the radiant 
and withdrawing light that he had to touch it. Upon laying his 
figure on it, the engraving became so bright that R.J couldn’t 
see anything other than the color white.

‘Malin, this isn’t the time to be fooling around.’

‘Lunn, I’m in trouble.’ R.J replied as he tried not to 
move. A worried look rose upon his face. ‘I think I’m blind.’

Lunn moved in front of him. However, instead of examining 
him as R.J had expected, Lunn grabbed him tight and jumped out 
of the way. R.J heard the ground getting pounded from where they 
were standing a second ago. It was the titans. They were here.

‘What happened?’ Lunn asked R.J as their enemies were five 
minutes away.

‘I  don't  know,’  R.J  replied.  ‘The  locket.  It  did 
something.’

‘Great! Knew we shouldn’t have trusted that weakling.’

‘I’m sorry, I thought if I touched the symbol I would get a 
real dagger or a weapon to fight with,’ R.J cried out, realizing 
the grave mistake he had made. ‘I’m sorry.’

Lunn didn’t have time to comfort R.J and tell him that it 
was okay. Now, he had to protect R.J from two superior beings 
while playing on the offensive side as well. R.J could not see a 
thing,  but  by  the  sounds  he  heard  he  knew  that  Lunn  was 
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receiving more than giving. Every time he heard an attack, his 
eyes wept more and he repeated the two apologetic words in his 
heart. He could do nothing but stand still and let himself be 
protected by Lunn.

Lunn kept fighting without letting out a cry. He knew that: 
now that R.J was blind, his hearing was acute. He couldn’t let 
him hear how much his injuries hurt him as it might lead to R.J 
doing something foolish.

The battle went on for some time until R.J heard a painful 
cry. It was that of a dying creature.

‘Lunn!’ R.J cried out in fear of the worst.

He had never heard a deman cry before hence did not know 
how their death would sound. However, upon hearing more clashes, 
he understood that one of the titans had fallen and not his 
friend. R.J’s heart eased a bit.

The second titan soon became flawed and fell to his doom. 
His  weakness  was  letting  his  emotions  get  a  hold  of  him  in 
battle. Like a human, the titan mourned his brother’s death in 
war and allowed anger to drive him. By maintaining calm, Lunn 
evaded  all  of  his  opponent’s  thrashings  and  seized  the 
opportunity  to  kill  when  presented.  Luckily  for  R.J,  he  was 
blind;  he  did  not  see  him  die  the  horrible  death  that  he 
underwent.

Still, the end wasn't as happily as R.J imagined it. Lunn 
had paid the cost for taking on two titans while protecting a 
human: Lunn was severely wounded in several places. He had to 
keep a hand on his chest so that his vital organs would not fall 
out.  Regardless,  he  was  losing  blood  by  the  load.  He  kept 
silence so as not to worry R.J.
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Chapter IX

The Beldam Appears

H A V I N G   D E F E A T E D   T H E  two, Lunn held R.J’s hand 
and led him through the passage. R.J felt many things at that 
moment. He felt warmth come from that cold hand. It was the same 
hand that did a number of wrongs; R.J believed that it could do 
just as many rights. R.J also experienced a sad feeling.

'How's your vision?'

'Um .. the same.'

'Do you see anything at all?'

'Nothing. Not even blur of colors .. I’m not going to see 
again, am I?’

Lunn was silent. R.J understood.

Seeing R.J’s chin down as he walked, Lunn said: ‘I’m sorry 
for your loss, but you shouldn’t be that sad. Hearing abilities 
increase tenfold when you lose sight. If I were you, I’d thank 
my lucky stars.’
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R.J was sad for a while, but then said: ‘You’re right. I am 
lucky to still have ears.’

Suddenly, Lunn stopped. R.J stopped as well. R.J was about 
to ask a stupid question such as: what’s wrong. However, he knew 
better. By concentrating and hearing his surroundings, R.J knew 
that Lunn had stopped because there was someone else with them. 
R.J felt a third member’s  presence.

‘Well. It certainly is nice to see you again,’ she laughed 
at her intended pun.

Her voice, R.J thought, he had heard it before. He could 
recognize it. It was the old lady’s from before, there was no 
mistake about it, R.J thought. Indeed, the weakling that once 
begged for food had returned. Lunn took caution as he felt there 
was foul play at work.

‘It was you,’ Lunn accused her. ‘You gave him the locket 
knowing well that it would lead to his blindness. You planned 
this.’

Seeing that there was no longer a reason to lie, she casted 
away her disguise and appeared as a tall, thin lady. Her bones 
were fleshless and exposed; her eye-sockets were eyeless; her 
smile was as wicked as could be. Lunn knew well that she was no 
weakling, but a demon in disguise. She was a beldam.

‘Well,  yes,’  the  beldam  replied  eagerly.  ‘Haven’t  you 
heard? Eyes are much more delicious when they are blind!’ Then 
she went on laughing.

‘But I gave you something to eat!’ R.J shouted out.

‘A piece of cloth? What do you think I am, a duck? No, 
sweetie.  Little  human  boys  are  a  meal,  and  now  that  you’re 
blind, you won’t be able to resist.’

As R.J heard her approach him, he added with confidence: 
‘You’re forgetting one thing, lady: I’ve got a friend on my 
side.’
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The beldam turned her eyeless sockets towards Lunn, then 
smiled and said: 'A demon? Don’t make me laugh. Demons never 
side with humans.’

‘This one does.’ Lunn replied.

The beldam seized up Lunn, then said: ‘Oh, a treacherous 
demon. I see. Well, it shouldn't take more than two punches to 
take you out. You're practically bleeding to death as it is.'

'What?' R.J exclaimed. 'Lunn, what is she talking about?'

'Nothing. Just keep out of this.' Lunn replied.

'If I were you I'd take that advice,' the beldam commented. 
'Aside from your wounds, I am, in case you haven’t noticed, the 
beldam; I eat demons like you for breakfast.’

‘And I’m a maverick touched by a human; whatever you do, 
you could never scare me away or keep me down.’

‘We’ll see about that.’

With that the maverick and the beldam engaged in a lethal 
fight. Each one of them was smart enough to realize that the 
other party would never back down. While the two demons fought 
over him, R.J stood by awaiting his fate. He could not witness 
it or effect it, but only hope for Lunn’s victory, even though 
he understood that he received more damage from the last fight 
that he was willing to announce.

Both Lunn and the beldam were tough – both had killed many 
before and wouldn’t have survived if they didn’t know how to 
defend and offend when the time’s right. The beldam did not know 
Lunn and what he had with R.J hence could not believe that such 
a selfless, affectionate demon exists. She believed that he had 
put up an act to devour the boy himself; she saw him as her 
rival.

However,  the  beldam's  end  came  sooner  than  she  had 
expected.  Her  fetal  weakness  was  that  she  got  cocky:  she 
believed she could finish her rival with a cheap move. She tried 
to cast on him a deadly spell, one which should be preformed 
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without  the  target's  knowing  about  it.  However,  being  blind, 
R.J's ears picked up on her discrete chanting.

'Lunn! She's mumbling something!' R.J warned out loud.

'Fool!' She shouted as the spell was casted upon herself. 
'What makes you think he won't eat you?'

Lunn watched her die as her own curse turned on her; R.J 
listened to her horrible death. However, as a last result, she 
sent a sort of a spiritual wave. Both R.J and Lunn felt it.

'That's the end of her.' R.J said with optimism.

'Yes, but that wave ..' Lunn said, refusing to ignore it.

'I felt it too. What do you think it was?'

'I can't put my finger on it. But it doesn't seem to be for 
nothing. Why would the beldam waste her last energy on sending 
an empty psychic signal.'

The two soon found their answer as they felt the ground 
shake. Two blasts from the past have risen once again. Just then 
Lunn  understood  what  that  wave  was:  it  was  a  necromancer's 
spell. Its purpose was to resurrect the nearby dead.

'The two titans are up again, aren't they?' R.J asked.

Lunn didn't need to answer. It was clear as day. As the two 
marched  with  new  strength  and  revived  rage,  Lunn  feared  the 
worse.

'I can't .. I can't fight them again.' Lunn admitted.

'You  don't  have  to,'  R.J  replied.  'We've  already  passed 
them: let's just continue to the maker's.'

Lunn could see a hovel built next to Mount Thalj; R.J could 
feel it. Without wasting time, Lunn picked R.J up with both 
hands  and  dashed  towards  their  destination.  However,  being 
fatally injured, Lunn was as fast as a titan. He realized that 
with both hands occupied, his blood would all come out. But 
then, he felt two hands. They were R.J's. He kept them against 
his chest to stop the bleeding.
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'Hurry.' R.J requested softly.

With his last energy, Lunn sprinted like never before. He 
would've gotten away had the titans not stomp on him. Crushing 
R.J and Lunn like insects, the two beastly forms left. They had 
no intent on tormenting lifeless bodies.

R.J's bones were more than fractured. His flesh had pierced 
into his interior organs, popping his bones right out of his 
back. His neck was crushed; his head, unrecognizable. Lunn was 
just as bad. The kaleidoscope was broken. Their breathing had 
stopped.
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Chapter X

Second Chances

A   H U M A N   O F  average hight with a cane descended from 
Mount Thalj. His dress told anyone who saw him that he was a 
hermit, but what his brain held of information told them that he 
was  a  scientist.  It  didn't  take  long  before  the  scientific 
hermit stumbled across two vessels that filled his cold heart 
with rejoice. He believed that those two bodies were just what 
he needed. The scientific hermit, also known by his prolific 
title, the maker, took them to his hovel.

'Well, how do you feel?' He asked as R.J came through.

Through both physical and spiritual surgery, he managed to 
save both R.J and Lunn's lives. However, their bodies were a 
different matter: they were not salvageable.

'I'm .. alive!' R.J exclaimed in a girly voice, 'and I can 
see!'

'Yes, you can,' the maker replied with a smile of his own. 
'But calm yourself. You need rest.'
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'Where's  Lunn?  Is  he  alright?  And  what's  wrong  with  my 
voice? Is it like a side effect or a temporary thing?'

As R.J rapidly fired those question, his back sprung off 
the mattress. The maker motioned him to lay again.

'Relax. There will be a time to get excited, but now's not 
it. And your friend is just as fine as you are. You may see him 
when you wake up rested. Now I'm going to give you an injection. 
It should give you a nice, long rest.'

Excited, R.J struggled to keep his eyes open, but he doze 
off. He woke up again feeling much more relaxed. He guessed that 
he had been asleep for days.

'Hey, doc.,' R.J said smilingly, but then his smile faded 
away into a worried expression. He realized that his voice was 
still feminine. 'Doc. My voice.'

'Is perfectly fine for a girl your age.'

'Whoa, girl?' R.J exclaimed with horror.

Simultaneously, R.J sprung out of bed and, not minding the 
strings  and  tube  attached  to  his  body,  made  his  way  to  the 
nearest mirror. Upon reflection, a shock rose on his cute face. 
He raised his two thin arms to hold his head as if to comprehend 
his new reality. His fingers sank into his silky red hair.

'What the – That's not me!' R.J exclaimed in disbelief.

'Well,  yes,'  the  maker  replied.  'That  is  basically  what 
happens when you transfer into a different body.'

'I'm a girl!' R.J shouted.

R.J stared at his own reflection as if it was a miracle for 
the  girl  to  be  mimicking  his  every  movement:  he  had  yet  to 
believe that it was him. Aside from the girl in the reflection 
and the maker, R.J noticed a third party sitting at a corner 
table drinking tea. She was about his age and resembled him 
greatly.

R.J turned around and saw all eyes on him. Then, he shouted 
in an accusative voice: 'Where am I? What have your done to me?'
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'Relax, Malin,' the strange girl replied calmly.

'How did you know that name? Who are you? What have you 
done to me?'

'Malin, relax!' The strange girl repeated.

'No!' R.J rebelled. 'No one calls me that except for Lunn. 
Where is he? What have you done to him?'

'I'm right here,' the strange girl replied. 'It's me. If 
you'd just shut your mouth for a second we can explain.'

'You are not the only one who had undergone an operation,' 
the maker elaborated. 'Your friend, the maverick, has also been 
transferred into a twin body. The bodies you occupy are that of 
my daughters. They've been dead for seven years, but I preserved 
their bodies, hoping that some day I would achieve a medical 
breakthrough and be able to revive them once again. This is the 
closest my studies and research had brought me.'

'I  can't  live  like  this!'  R.J  exclaimed  ungratefully. 
'Isn't there another body you could transfer me into?'

'What do you have to complain about?' Lunn interrupted, 'a 
body's a body; what's inside is what matters. Besides, you don't 
have any reason to whine! You were in a scrawny little body just 
like now .. I'm the one who lost something here!'

'Both of you are at an advantage and should be grateful,' 
the maker interrupted. 'Not only those two bodies are of mint 
condition and healthy, but also they also excel in skills. I 
won't  lie,  they  are  small  and  fragile,  but  they  are  not 
defenseless.  I  guarantee  you  that  they  will  excel  in  any 
physical  exercise,  weather  in  stamina,  strength,  or  speed.  I 
have trained them myself on a daily basis till the day they 
died.'

'For real?' R.J replied. 'Like ninjas?'

'Better. But don't take my word for it. Go out for a test 
drive. Your bodies might be humane, but they are the best. Even 
those two titans won't be a match for you.'
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The thought intrigued them. They did not wish to put their 
new bodies to ruin, but the maker seemed so confident of their 
abilities that they could not resist having a rematch with their 
killers. They went out for a second round.

Due to their ability to sprint very fast, R.J and Lunn 
reached the titans in no time at all. They might not be as fast 
as a demon, but they were quick enough. They issued a challenged 
against the two titans who were five times bigger than they 
were. Any audience would have judged defeat for the girls' side, 
but the outcome was quite the opposite. On top of that, the 
match ended in a matter of minutes.

The problem with their enemies' physique was that they were 
too big and slow. For every attack it took them to issue, R.J 
and Lunn offered five; for every turn they made, R.J and Lunn 
made laps around them. Not only was it impossible for the titans 
to dodge their attacks, but they could not block their foes' 
quick attacks. Like ninjas, R.J and Lunn jumped up and down, 
dashing from side to side, and placed all their strength in 
effective Flying Dragon Kicks.

Little did R.J and Lunn know, the secret to their victory 
was more than just mere skills and passion. The titans had gone 
easy  on  them.  They  did  so  because  they  were  girls.  They 
underestimated their opponents.

Having the two lying down on the ground, Lunn jumped on one 
of them and landed on his gigantic chest, ready to rip it open. 
He was going for the kill.

'No, wait!' R.J shouted. 'Don't!'

'Why not?' Lunn asked as he looked down at R.J.

'We defeated them, that's enough. We don't have to kill 
them.'

'Why not? They'll just attack others?'

'But it's not our choice to make,' R.J said. 'Just because 
we can end their lives doesn't mean that we should. Please, 
Lunn.'
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Lunn's desire to end the beasts' lives burnt bright in the 
blizzard, but could not go against the desire of R.J. R.J's body 
might be different, but behind that exterior he heard a voice he 
loved; in those eyes he saw the person that changed him on a 
radical scale. Lunn stepped down.

Upon  seeing  the  nature  of  that  transaction,  the  maker 
smiled  and  said  to  R.J:  'So,  you're  the  one  who  tamed  the 
beast ..'

'Huh?'

'Oh, nothing.' he changed the subject, then went on: 'You 
have a good heart. You were right to let them live. They will 
bother no one except those who try to pass the passage. They're 
just guardians of the passage: they will only kill those who the 
blizzard was unsuccessful of finishing. Come. It's freezing out 
here. Let's go inside. I have prepared some hot cocoa.' Then he 
turned around and walked inside. R.J and Lunn followed.
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Chapter XI

A Maker's Reasons Revealed

T H E   M A K E R   P O U R E D  hot cocoa into three cups, then 
offered his guests. Upon looking inside it and seeing how hot it 
was and how warm it felt between his hands, R.J felt that he 
should be grateful for the maker for all he has done.

'Thanks.'

'Sure, no problem.'

'I mean for the bodies. Thanks for the bodies.'

However, Lunn could not share the two's smile at that time: 
he slammed his cup on the table and demanded the truth:

'Okay, what's the catch?'

'What?'

'You saved your daughters' bodies for so long only to give 
them to the first two strangers coming your way? I don't think 
so.'
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Thinking  critically,  Lunn  knew  that  the  maker  had  other 
intentions regarding their new reality. He was right.

'Actually,' the maker said truthfully, 'I would appreciate 
it if you stayed here with me.'

'No.' Lunn replied.

The maker saw how determined Lunn was, but wanted to see 
R.J's reaction before he moved to plan B.

'I'm sorry,' R.J replied. 'But that's out of the question. 
We have to leave.'

'Well,' the maker replied, then took a sip from his cup 
before he went on. 'I'm afraid I can't let you do that.'

Although the maker's response was calm, both R.J and Lunn 
felt the threat in it. Knowing they were in danger, Lunn got up 
and on his guard. He was ready to fight their savior for their 
freedom.

The room was still and motionless for a time longer than 
expected.  It  was  only  a  matter  of  seconds,  but  felt  like 
minutes.  Lunn  stood  their  alarmed  against  the  maker  who  sat 
comfortably  in  his  chair  drinking  his  chocolate.  R.J  found 
himself a bystander.

'No. Lunn, wait.'

'Why should I?' He replied to R.J without taking his eyes 
off his calm, smiling target.

'Because he saved our lives, and I don't intend on repaying 
him back by taking his own.' Then, R.J turned his head towards 
the maker and addressed him: 'Please, just let us leave. I'm 
trying to go home to my family.'

'Then you would know how I feel,' the maker replied without 
motion.  He  too  kept  his  eyes  back  on  Lunn.  'The  bodies  you 
occupy are my only family. I'm not asking you to call me father, 
at least not now, but as long as you inhabit my daughters, you 
will do as I say. You will stay.'
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R.J got up and stated out his mind with a higher pitch: 'We 
can talk and threat each other all we want, but two things will 
remain the same. We are leaving, and we will not fight you.' R.J 
paused as he walked towards the door, then added: 'If you want 
to kill us, then go ahead. Without your help we wouldn't be 
alive in the first place. You have given us another chance to 
live, but that doesn't mean you own us.'

Lunn lowered his defense, then walked towards R.J: he stood 
behind him on this.

'I have to admit,' the maker declared with a smile. 'That 
was not expected. Resolving this in such a simple and peaceful 
way marveled me. I am moved. And to show you that I too have a 
heart, I am willing to compromise. You see, I've dedicated my 
entire life to my daughters, so I can't just let you leave as 
easily as that. However, If you are to prove to me that they 
will be taken care of -'

'They will.'

'Like your former bodies? No. I'm sorry. Your word won't be 
good enough. I will have to see how you live.'

'Fine,' Lunn accepted for the both of them. 'For how long?'

'I'd say a month should do it.'

R.J and Lunn looked at each other as if discussing the 
matter. They silently agreed that the time was reasonable. They 
decided to stay.
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Chapter XII

To Touch a Forbidden Fruit

T H E   H O V E L   W A S  small, but the laboratory the maker 
had created beneath it was large. Wanting them to feel at home, 
the maker gave them the liberty to go any place in the hovel. 
R.J took his time in exploring his homey prison.

R.J was alone at this time of day. He had finished his 
household chores early and awaited Lunn and the maker to return. 
They had gone outside to collect logs for fire. For food, the 
maker wasn't worried: he had a supply of nutritional food that 
would last him a lifetime. If he decided to spend the last years 
of his life in this place, he would run out of time before 
running out of food.

Going  about  the  experimental  laboratory,  R.J  saw  many 
strange equipments and bottled specimens. He knew that the maker 
was someone who would probably be labeled a mad scientist in his 
world.  But  R.J  kept  from  messing  around  with  anything;  he 
touched only with his eyes. That was until he came across an 
alluring rock sculpture.
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The figurine was craved in a form of a genderless saint. 
The shapes and curves told R.J that she was a woman, but her 
strong point and flat chest told him otherwise. The statue's 
eyes  sparkled  as  if  they  were  precious  stones  and  not  just 
ordinary rocks. R.J guessed they were diamonds, but that wasn't 
the main attraction. There was something about the statue that 
pulled R.J closer towards it. R.J resisted a couple times and 
looked the other way, but eventually his sight returned to it. 
He wanted to touch it. At moments he wished to embrace it, at 
others he wished to smash it. What is it about the statue that 
was so captivating?

Then, at a moment of weakness with the thought: what's the 
worst  that  could  happen,  he  gave  in:  as  he  raised  his  hand 
towards it, he heard a shout.

'Last  time  you  were  tempted  to  touch  something  you  got 
blind,' Lunn said from behind.

'Oh, Lunn. You scared me,' R.J replied as he turned around 
with his back to the six foot tall statue.

'Don't touch things you know nothing about,' Lunn warned.

'I wasn't, I just ..' R.J's lie faded out.

'Come on. Dinner's ready.'

R.J followed Lunn back upstairs without looking back to the 
statue.

Dinner  ended  quickly  as  both  the  maker  and  Lunn  were 
starved. R.J was less hungry as his thoughts were still on the 
statue. Once dinner was over and Lunn went to sleep, the maker 
blew out the candle lights to do the same.

'Uh, mister maker, sir.'

'Call me dad,' he replied warmly.

'No thanks,' R.J replied just as warmly. 'I wanted to ask 
you  something.  There's  this  weird  stone  statue  in  your 
basement.'

'Oh, I see you met my other guest.'
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'.. you mean ..'

'Yes,' the maker admitted. 'The statue is alive.'

R.J stepped back slowly with horror in his eyes.

'There's nothing to fear. I haven't turned that person into 
a  statue  if  that's  what  you're  thinking.  It's  the  statue's 
nature to be stone. I just keep it in the basement to feel 
warm.'

R.J thought the maker was lying – that the statue was human 
and, upon trying to leave, the maker turned a statue out of it. 
R.J's imagination ran wild as he thought the maker would do the 
same to him and Lunn once he turns in.

'You know,' the maker went on. 'I've yet to touch it with 
my bare hands. I have no idea what would happen. I have heard 
legends of the living rock that: if one was to touch it, its 
stones would turn into flesh, and would become as animated as 
you and I. But I did not touch it, even though I sheltered it 
for six years.'

'Why not?'

'Because of the cost complex. Everything has a cost. Even a 
gentle  touch.  There  is  no  telling  what  might  happen  to  me 
physically, mentally, or even spiritually if I do lay a finger 
on it. I plan to, some day. But for now, researching the subject 
and experimenting is the closest I get to it.' He paused for a 
second,  seeing  R.J's  terrified  reaction,  then  concluded  the 
evening by saying: 'I wish you a good night's sleep.'

That night R.J tried to sleep, but could not. He turned and 
flipped on his mattress, but nothing would work. He could not 
get his mind off the alluring statue. He soon found himself 
carrying a lamp and making his way to the hovel's underground.

Standing in front of the motionless statue, R.J held the 
light  between  them  and  stared  at  it  intensely.  It  remained 
speechless, but R.J felt its calling: it begged him for a touch. 
It wanted to be set free. R.J wanted to touch it; he raised his 
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hand to touch it. He did not care weather it effected his mind 
or soul as long as he could have a touch. But then, he stopped.

'No!' He shouted whisperingly in defiance.

He knew not what the cost was, but knew that there was a 
chance of it harming his body. Perhaps turn himself into stone. 
R.J could not take that chance as he had promised the maker he 
would never let anything happen to it. He decided to turn back 
and walk away. No matter how much it cried, R.J refused to give 
in to temptation. Then, he saw that he had an audience.

'What the – what are you doing here?'

The maker wore a smile as he emerged out of the shadows.

'I had a feeling that you would come down here tonight.'

'I didn't touch it. I swear.'

'Calm yourself. I know you didn't. Because if you had, we'd 
all be dead now. That statue is of a high-class demon tyrant who 
once did a thousand times more harm than your friend ever did. 
Had you touched it, it would've been set free.'

'So you did trap it?'

'No. Not me. A hero once did. I just keep it hidden. But 
tell me, what made you change your mind? I though surly you'd 
touch it.'

'.. it's not important.'

'It was the cost. Am I correct?'

'How did you know?'

'Because I know people like you. Genuine people. You take 
no short cuts or go around in bushes. Your paths are straight. 
You could not touch it on the account that you might risk your 
body, am I correct?' R.J nodded slowly. 'And for that you have 
passed the test.'

'Test?'
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'Yes. That temptation was a trial. To see if you would 
remain sincere. I have already tested your friend earlier in the 
day when we were out. He passed as well. Now that I now you will 
take good care of yourselves, you may leave if you desire.'
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Chapter XIII

Home is Where the Heart is

E A R L Y   N E X T   M O R N I N G ,  after breakfast, R.J and 
Lunn prepared to leave. The two days stay with the maker was 
anything but torture to them. 

Deep down R.J and Lunn knew that the maker could never hurt 
them. He was a kind man who suffered a lot: people who suffer 
either end up monsters, hurting everyone around them, or, if 
they were inherently good, such as the maker, they could never 
bring harm to anyone as they have experience its agony and woe.

'I guess this is goodbye then,' R.J said.

Standing at the doorway, the two parties seemed so close, 
yet so far away. The maker wished he could convince them to 
stay, but knew that unless they were set free, they could never 
love him. Now that he has released them, they did, in a way, 
love him. Taking the bodies of his twin daughters gave them more 
than just a new appearance. They did not receive their past-life 
memories or anything of the sort, but they did feel fathered by 
the maker. For that they would never forget him.
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'I suppose so,' the maker replied. 'Here.'

He handed R.J an object he would find more than useful. 
They were binoculars. From the moment R.J held it and examined 
it,  he  knew  that  it  weren't  any  binoculars,  but  dimensional 
ones.  One  look  through  the  lens  and  he  would  be  home.  R.J 
thanked the maker with a passionate and sincere embrace.

'I never had a father,' R.J confessed as he had his hands 
wrapped around the maker. 'But if I did, I want him to be you.'

'You don't mean that,' the maker said smilingly. 'You can't 
possibly mean that because you've only known me for a couple of 
days. But you're sweet.'

A perfect solution crossed R.J's mind: 'Hey! I've got a 
brilliant idea! Why don't you come with us! You could live with 
me and Lunn and my mom and my sister .. it's perfect! That way 
you won't have to be alone.'

The maker smiled at the thought.

'You're sweet. Now go,' the maker replied.

R.J was puzzled upon seeing the offer rejected. He wanted 
to question the maker for his decision, but as he looked in his 
eyes, he knew that there was something the maker was not telling 
him. There was something that bounded him to this reality.

R.J and Lunn thanked him and stepped outside the house. It 
was morning, but the stormy weather was as violent as ever. R.J 
could no longer wait to get home. He was anxious to seeing his 
mother again as well as L.J, and apologizing for the way he had 
behaved. He was also excited to seeing how they would react to 
his being absence for about a week or so, and appearing in a new 
body. In his excitement, he failed to notice the look of concern 
across Lunn's face.

R.J lifted up the binoculars to go home. He held one side 
of the handle, and offered the other to Lunn.

'Let's look in together. That way we would arrive at the 
same time.'
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Lunn hesitated.

'You know, I've been thinking,' Lunn said. 'Maybe the maker 
shouldn't lose both his daughters at the same time. I think it 
would be best if you were to go, and I'd stay.'

R.J's smile resigned. Without awaiting R.J's response, Lunn 
understood how he was feeling, so he elaborated:

'I don't think someone like me should be allowed into your 
world.'

'But my world's different: no body's going to downsize you. 
It's safe.'

R.J didn't lie. He thought it was safe because he was still 
a child: he had yet to grow up and see discrimination at its 
finest.

'Exactly. It would be safe, so there's no reason for me to 
go. You don't need me to protect you anymore.'

Lunn turned to the other side.

'Rubbish!' R.J exclaimed. 'That's Nonsense and you know it. 
Now tell me what's really on your mind.'

R.J saw right through Lunn's act. He might not have known 
him for very long, but there are certain kindred spirits that 
click  instantly  and  know  each  other  more  than  their  selves. 
Being lonely beforehand helps in bringing them closer.

'I don't belong there.'

'You don't belong here.'

Lunn was surprised by R.J.'s feistiness and eagerness for 
him to come.

'Come with me,' R.J heartedly begged. 'There you won't have 
to be afraid. In my world the barrier between humans and demons 
is much thicker, so you won't have to worry about being hunted 
or challenged. You won't have to fight. You could lead a normal 
life.'
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'A normal life? What's normal?'

'Going to school everyday - Having a home and a family to 
return to - Being able to live life without the fear of getting 
killed!'

'A home and a family ..' Lunn thought out loud, then asked: 
'Is that what you had before you came here?'

'No, I was a jerk and couldn't see that,' R.J confessed. 
'But now I do.' Then, R.J made a daring move: 'But .. I won't go 
without you.'

'What?'

Lunn was stunned by what R.J. had said. R.J was shocked as 
well at hearing the words his mouth uttered. He was shocked at 
placing that extreme condition as he wanted desperately to get 
home at any cost. But the thought of him arriving alone made him 
feel as if his life would be empty.

Lunn was shocked as he had never expected to meet anyone 
who  would  put  him  before  themselves.  He  knew  how  badly  R.J 
wanted  to  go  home,  and  now  he  knew  how  much  he  had  grown 
attached to him. Right then Lunn remembered his father and why 
he refused to kill any life.

'This's probably gonna sound like a cliché,' R.J said, 'but 
I can't imagine my life without you.'

Lunn said nothing, but felt the same way. It was as if 
their thoughts were synchronized. Lunn raised his hand and held 
the other side of the binoculars. Together, they looked in and 
saw a scenery of R.J's homeworld.

'Beautiful, isn't it?'

'Yeah  ..  ready  to  see  it  without  the  glasses?'  Lunn 
suggested.

Smiling, R.J replied: 'It's time to go home.'

Removing the binoculars, they arrived to R.J's world.
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Book Four

THE FiGHT
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Chapter XIV

When Worlds Collide

R . J   A N D   L U N N  arrived safely to his homeworld, but 
they were halfway across the globe, so it took them about a day 
to travel by plane to R.J's hometown. They had no passports or 
money  for  tickets,  so,  after  studying  the  program  chart  and 
seeing which flight was headed towards their destination, they 
hid in the luggage compartment. They survived deadly blizzards, 
two  titans,  and  death:  smuggling  themselves  across  the  world 
should be a walk in the park.

They arrived in front of R.J's house in the afternoon. The 
sky was starting to get orange and the weather was cool. The 
house appeared as R.J had last left it. As he stood in front of 
the door, his heart began to beat excitedly. Lunn smiled as he 
looked at him.

'Doors usually don't open if they aren't knocked.'

'I'm nervous, okay. Just give me a minute.'

'Sure.'
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R.J took a deep breath then knocked the door. Seconds later 
it opened and R.J's mother was at the door. She looked just as 
he had last seen her. R.J wanted to jump in her arms.

'Can I help you, miss?' She asked.

R.J wasn't hurt that she did not recognize him. After all, 
how could she have with him looking nothing like the son she 
raised.

'I don't know how else to say this,' R.J said wile trying 
to keep his smile minimal, 'so I'm just gonna go ahead and say 
it.'

Just before R.J uttered another word, his eyes caught a 
glimpse bypass his mother and into his living room. He saw his 
sister at the table playing with a familiar boy. In fact, he was 
the most familiar boy he had ever seen. It was himself.

'Faker! R.J shouted out in confusion.

' .. I'm sorry?' His mother replied.

'Mom,  it's  me,  R.J,'  R.J  shouted  at  her,  then  catching 
another glimpse of the impostor that had taken his place.

His mother was confused to what R.J was rambling about.

'Ah, excuse us,  mam!' Lunn butted in as he grabbed R.J.

Upon understanding the situation at hand, Lunn dragged R.J 
away from the house until no one could see them. He understood 
the delicacy of this situation and that it should be handled 
carefully. As he was dragged, R.J remained in confusion. The 
last glance he had of himself playing with L.J flashed before 
his  eyes  once  again  -  the  way  he  looked  back  at  R.J;  the 
innocent look he held; the wicked smile he wear.
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Chapter XV

Originals, Doppelgangers, and Strawberry Cheesecakes

' W H A T   A R E   Y O U  doing? Why did you take me away from 
home?!'

'Calm yourself, Malin.'

'But I'm me! And I'm here, so how can I be there? He's the 
fake, not me! I'm positive!'

Lunn placed his hands on R.J's shoulders and looked him 
straight  in  the  eyes.  Their  faces  mirrored  as  if  in  a 
symmetrical painting.

'Don't  lose  yourself,'  Lunn  warned.  'You  are  you.  Never 
forget that.' Then, he lowered his hands and stated his theory: 
'Now,  from  the  way  he  appeared  and  smiled,  I'd  say  he's  a 
doppelgänger  and  very  aware  of  the  crime  he  is  committing. 
Thanks to your rash outburst, I doubt he doesn't know that you 
are the original of this world.'

'But why is he here? Why is he doing this?'
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'He must've found a way to get here and, I suppose, he 
found  it  more  comfortable  than  the  one  he  has  in  the  other 
world.'

'Tough luck!' R.J exclaimed with rage. 'This is my home, he 
will leave or I will make him!'

R.J feared being replaced, hence started off towards his 
house again, this time to duke it out with his doppelgänger.

'Hold  it,'  Lunn  replied.  'Your  mom  and  sister  won't  be 
supportive of you. To them, you're the fake.'

R.J stopped. Lunn was right, he realized. The moment he 
walks in and starts attacking, her mother would only call the 
cops. He had no concrete evidence that he was really him. It 
wasn't as if he could change back or expose his doppelgänger as 
he really was. He didn't even had a warm memory with them that 
he could share to prove that he was really her son. Just then 
R.J lost all hope as his knees hit the ground.

'Don't lose hope,' Lunn ordered. 'We haven't come all this 
way and fought all those fights to lose to a boy.'

'But what can we do?'

'Fight. I'm not talking about spilling the rat's blood, but 
win your family's hearts. I think I have a plan, but for now, 
you  will  have  to  pretend  you're  someone  else  to  gain  their 
trust. With that we will get near to him.'

'And then?' R.J replied with some replenished hope.

'And then .. I don't know yet. I haven't thought that far 
ahead.'

'But no killing, okay? That's my family in there. I don't 
want them to see the things we've seen.'

'Don't worry. You have my promise.'

Getting  up  again,  R.J  straightened  himself  to  see  his 
mother and sister from a different perspective. Lunn wiped the 
tears off R.J's cheeks. Standing in front of the door again, 
they knocked it once again.
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'Remember,' Lunn instructed before the door was answer. 'We 
are ordinary teenage girls, nothing more.'

Then, the door opened. It was R.J's mother again.

'Hi,' Lunn spoke this time, 'I'm Lunn, and she's Malin. 
We're -'

Ignoring Lunn, she interrupted: 'I'm sorry, but .. did I 
hear you correctly?' She was addressing R.J. 'Did you say you 
were my son?'

'No, I meant that I was looking for R.J! I know him from 
school.'

It was an ugly lie, one which his mother did not believe. 
She thought Malin was screwed up in the head.

'Yeah,' she replied with hesitance, looking at him weirdly. 
'Well, he's here.'

With everyone at the door looking at the doppelgänger, he 
got up and walked over to Malin. He looked at his rival. He saw 
a trickster's look in his eyes, but decided to play.

'Yeah, mom. I know her from school.'

'Well then. Why don't you all come inside.'

Any  friend  of  R.J's  was  welcomed  in  her  house.  She 
respected  his  choice  in  selecting  his  friends.  In  fact,  she 
respected his choice in anything.

Malin and Lunn acted as if they were fine, but R.J's mother 
noticed  that  they  were  tired.  She  did  not  know  why  nor 
questioned  them.  She  did,  however,  tell  L.J  to  give  them  a 
couple of her dresses for them as their cloths were torn as if 
they had gone to war.

Dinner time arrived quickly and R.J's mother insisted that 
her house-guests join them. The five sat round the table and ate 
with fake smiles. Ironically, the only sincere smile projected 
was the doppelgänger's.

'So, Lynn -'
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'Lunn.' Lunn corrected her.

'Why's your name Lunn?' L.J rudely commented. 'That doesn't 
sound like a girl's name!'

'Liza Jane, be nice!' Her mother scolded her, 'then went 
on: 'Lunn. You told me that you were sisters?'

'Not exactly.' Lunn replied as he looked at Malin.

'That's funny,' R.J's mother replied. 'I thought for sure 
you were twins or something. I mean from looking the way you 
do.'

Lunn smiled and laughed a little, hoping that R.J would 
join him in masquerading the truth by senseless laughter. He 
did. Soon, R.J's mother joined in laughing slightly although she 
still awaited a reply. Lunn refused to give her one.

'So, Malin,” his mother said. 'Where are you from?'

She took an alternate route. It wasn't so much as trying 
the back door to their secretive mansion rather than trying to 
understand the silent girl before her. Malin and Lunn might look 
the same, but his mother knew that he was different. There was 
something about him, she thought, that made her want to know 
more about her.

'Around  here.  So,  what's  for  desert?'  Malin  replied 
rapidly,  displaying  a  clear  desire  that  he  was  changing  the 
subject and did not want to discuss the past.

'Well,  actually,'  she  replied,  'I  made  a  strawberry 
cheesecake for desert. R.J, honey, it's in the fridge. Can you 
bring it over?'

'Sure, mom.' the doppelgänger replied.

'I'll help.' Malin added.

Upon seeing the two get up, Lunn felt danger, but catching 
a glimpse of Malin's eyes as he departed the table, he decided 
not  to  interfere.  Malin's  eyes  told  him  that  everything  was 
alright.
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The two R.Js were alone in the kitchen. As Malin tended to 
the plates and forks, his doppelgänger went to the fridge.

'So,' Malin said in a delightful tone, 'enjoying living my 
life?'

His doppelgänger looked at him, then said: 'You shouldn't 
have returned. All of us are happy without you.'

'It's my life, and I want it back!' Malin exclaimed.

Realizing that his voice was a bit too loud, Malin shut up. 
He tried to keep it down so as not to alert the others and draw 
their attention to this predicament. As the doppelgänger got out 
the cheesecake, Malin collected five plates and forks. But Malin 
couldn't keep silent for very long.

'I  bet  you  enjoy  calling  her  mom,  you  pervert!'  He 
commented.

'I'm the pervert? You're the one wearing a dress! What's up 
with that? I though all my versions were boys. Guess you weren't 
as manly as you thought.'

'Oh, just shut up!'

As Malin made his way to exit the kitchen, he heard his 
doppelgänger let out a puff of air. He mocked him. Malin turned 
around slowly with a dangerous set of eyes.

'Don't think for a minute that you will continue living 
here. The moment I figure out how to get you out of my life, I 
will seize it.'

Malin walked towards the drawer and picked up a knife.

'Now, as the man of the house,' he said as he cut the 
cheesecake. 'I'm willing to let you sleep in the guest-room, but 
I suggest that you leave in the morning. Don't come back ever 
again. If you do, I just don't know what I might do.'
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Chapter XVI

Domestic Battlefield

T H E   D A Y   T H A T  it would all be over arrived sooner 
than R.J and Lunn had expected. It was the very next morning 
when his sister and mother had gone out shopping. They would be 
gone for the rest of the morning and would not arrive until 
around sunset. This was the time R.J and Lunn had been awaiting. 
Being alone with the doppelgänger meant that R.J was R.J again. 
There  was  no  one  to  put  a  charade  for.  And  if  all  goes  as 
planned, he would never have to lie to his family again.

Upon making their way to his old room, R.J wanted to make 
sure that Lunn understood that he was still against killing.

'Oh great! Not that again,' Lunn replied. 'Listen, I know 
how you feel about killing, but now's not the time to be playing 
that card! He's evil! It's either you or him!'

'.. I don't think he's evil. I think he just wants to feel 
at home – to feel as if he belonged somewhere and loved.'

'What?! He's a doppelgänger! All doppelgängers are evil! 
Known fact!'
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'That's  not  true.  Back  on  your  world,  I  met  my 
grandfather's  doppelgänger  and  he  wasn't  evil.  Look,  I  just 
don't want to kill anyone. I never tried it and never want to.'

'Okay, then I'll do it. I've already taken a million lives. 
What's one more?'

'I don't want you to.'

'Don't worry about it. It will be my last, I promise. He's 
just asking for it: trust me, he wants us to end his life, 
otherwise he wouldn't still be here trying to take your place.'

They were still going up the staircase when R.J dashed a 
few steps in front of Lunn then turned around and blocked his 
path.

'Just because he's asking for it doesn't mean you should 
give it to him.'

'Malin, get out of the way.'

'Let's  say  I  agree  that  he  deserves  death,  does  his 
person?'

'What?'

'His person – the one who can make him smile, remember? 
Everyone has one, even evil doppelgängers. What does his person 
have ever done to deserve such a cruel, lonely fate?'

'Malin ..'

By looking into his tearful eyes, Lunn knew that R.J was 
speaking about them. Lunn had committed a number of inhumane, 
heinous crimes, ones that he deserves to be sentenced to death 
for. But if he was dead, R.J would be the one to suffer.

'Okay, you win,' Lunn agreed. 'I'm not gonna kill him.'

R.J stepped aside to let Lunn pass.

'But you're gonna have to think about another way to get 
rid of him.'
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'Sure,' R.J said smiling, glad that Lunn wasn't as much as 
a demon as he had heard. 'Besides, if you had gone and killed 
him, it might mean that I end up dead as well. You never know 
how this whole parallel worlds thing works.'

R.J and Lunn soon arrived at R.J's – now the doppelgänger's 
– room. However, when they arrived at his room, it was empty.

'Has he left the house?'

'I don't think so,' R.J replied as he looked around the 
messy room. 'I heard him say goodbye to mom when she left. He 
has to be here somewhere.'

Searching  his  room,  R.J  checked  the  closet  and  found  a 
week-old  bread  bag.  Just  then,  R.J  figured  out  the  initial 
mystery of how this whole mess started.

'That's how he got here! That's how the kaleidoscope ended 
up in his room!'

'What?' Lunn was in the dark.

'He came here before I even left. He hid here in the closet 
after placing the kaleidoscope on my bedside table. He knew that 
my curiosity would get the better of me.'

'And you weren't suppose to return,' his doppelgänger spoke 
as he came from behind them.

Both of them turned to face him. A battle had commenced.

'I don't do what I'm suppose to do - I do want I feel like 
doing.'

The doppelgänger smiled at his opponents. Two girls who had 
no business in this house. He could easily throw them out or 
have the cops throw them out for him. Pondering through the 
options gave him pleasure.

'What are you going to do?' He mocked their power. 'Make me 
look into the kaleidoscope?'

'That's a great idea,' Lunn replied. 'Thanks.'
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'That's a dumb idea. First of all I'd close my eyes and 
keep them shut so I wouldn't have to look. Secondly, even if you 
did manage to make me look and go back, I could always come 
back.'

'Not if we keep the kaleidoscope on this side of the world, 
then break it.'

Knowing how hard it is to obtain a kaleidoscope of that 
caliber, the doppelgänger started to panic. However, he decided 
not to show it. Still, R.J and Lunn saw bypass his smile and 
knew it was cracking. Each walked to one side as if to corner 
him. Starting to panic, the doppelgänger jumped down the stairs 
towards the phone, but the two ninjatic girls were three times 
faster. They jumped on his back and held him down. They did not 
have a magical kaleidoscope, but they did have binoculars which 
did the trick just as good. The doppelgänger did not know that 
the binoculars were magical, so he did not resist.

Just as they tried to force the binoculars on his eyes to 
send him to the other world, his family walked in.

'R.J!' His mother shouted in horror of the scene.

She rushed towards them, shoving her son and friend off the 
impostor. She didn't understand what it was that they were doing 
to him, but could see clearly that it was against his will.

'What are you doing you little witch?!'

'Mom, no! Don't help him!'

The pretence was off now. Everything was out in the open. 
L.J didn't stand there; she went and pushed Lunn away.

'You're helping the wrong side, girl!' Lunn shouted at her.

'You're messing with the wrong family, girl!' L.J attacked 
back.

Both of them had good intentions and stubborn attitudes, 
thus none of them backed off. It was obvious that the whole 
thing was becoming a mess, and R.J knew that it was all his 
fault. However, instead of crying, he decided to do something 
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about it. If he was the problem, then he was also the solution: 
no one could clean up this mess other than him.

'Mom! I'm the one who broke the car's hood!' R.J shouted 
out loud. Everyone heard him.

'What?' His mother replied with a puzzled look.

'Last year, when you were leaving to work and found the 
hood of the car popped out, it was me. You knew it was me and 
you confronted me about it, but I lied and blamed it on sis.'

'.. How did you know that?'

'Just like I know that every time you buy me a shirt, I 
just bury it underneath my pile of trash in my room. But you 
knew all along about that, because I would always find it neatly 
folded and placed in front of my door the next morning. You 
knew, and I knew you knew, but acted like an idiot and said 
nothing.'

'.. R.J?' His mother said in disbelief.

By now she had a pretty good idea who he was, and her eyes 
were just as watery as R.J's. R.J may not have pleasant memories 
of himself with his family, but he had memories nonetheless, and 
they were more than enough evidence to prove to them that he was 
telling the truth. The doppelgänger could not top that.

'Mom, for as long as I could remember, I've been a jerk to 
you and sis. You took care of me and hoped that I would amount 
to something, but I shoved it all aside. Figures! It takes me a 
week away from home to realize this. Well, this is what I have 
to say: my last wish, the one regarding living with dad, scratch 
that. I wish I live with you, mom. And sis!'

His mother dashed towards her son and embraced him. It was 
the warm welcome he had dreamt of for seven days.
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Chapter XVII

Aftermath of Love

T H E   D O P P E L G Ä N G E R   W A S  not forced to return to a 
world he hated. After apologizing for his actions, he left to 
find his own home in another city. R.J's mother - and L.J – 
forgave him for his deceit as she was just glad of having her 
son – now daughter – returned safe to her. 

'So  ..  you're  okay  with  this?  You're  just  gonna  go  on 
living  as  a  girl?'  L.J  asked,  partially  curious,  partially 
teasing him.

'Hey,  a  body's  a  body,'  R.J  replied  looking  at  Lunn. 
'What's inside is what matters!'

Lunn smiled, then thanked R.J's mother and sister for their 
hospitality, then, taking one last look at R.J, who was clueless 
of Lunn's thoughts, left out the front door. Upon understanding 
what he was doing, R.J dashed outside after him.

'Lunn, you're not going anywhere.'

Lunn stopped walking. So did R.J. There was about eight 
feet between them, yet no air passed. Wind blew from behind R.J 
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playfully  making  his  hair  and  dress  dance  in  the  golden 
afternoon. The sun was red and starting to set.

'Stay with us.' R.J insisted through a loving voice.

Lunn smiled, then said: 'You are a wonderful friend, but I 
do not belong here.'

'We've been through this already.'

'I know, but .. not long ago I stumbled upon a mirror. It 
was the first time I've seen myself in it. Sure I was different, 
but I saw one thing which had remained the same. My dark side.'

'Then  that  mirror  is  broken,'  R.J  replied,  knowing  well 
that what Lunn was referring to was his desire to kill back 
there, which he would've done if R.J hadn't insisted otherwise. 
'Because that isn't what I see right now.'

'I don't want to hurt anyone, Malin.'

'Then stay. Because if you leave, Lunn, you'll hurt me.'

Sincerity  and  silence  was  in  the  air.  This  time  around 
Lunn's skirt started to dance in the air. However, as much as it 
hurt both of them, his lips closed and he walked away.

'Why are you being so cold?! R.J shouted.

Then  Lunn  stopped,  turned  his  head  around,  and  replied 
coldly but truthfully: 'Ever stopped once and thought because I 
had no other choice?'

Lunn had to be that way, because he knew his past couldn't 
be erased no matter what he did. In spite his new look, and in 
spite  of  having  loved  ones  standing  by  him,  his  hands  had 
spilled so many blood. R.J might forgive him for what he has 
done, but others won't forgive him as easily for what he has 
done. He could not forgive himself.

'I was naïve, Malin,' Lunn explained, 'to think I could 
actually change. Only my appearance has changed, but the demon 
that is me still remains the same. Goodbye .. R.J.' The last two 
words he articulated were barely heard as he started to walk 
away.
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'No,' R.J shouted. 'Stay.'

Lunn didn't. R.J ran up to him and hugged him tightly from 
behind. Lunn froze.

'Go home!' Lunn forced himself to cry out those words.

'You are my home! Before you came along, I never felt that 
I  belonged  anywhere.  You're  right,  the  way  you  look  is 
irrelevant to who you are, and that's why I want you to stay.'

Lunn turned around and shouted in R.J's face the truth that 
had  always  been  there  in  front  of  him  but  could  never 
comprehend: 'I'm a demon!'

'What demon?' He replied calmly. 'All I see is a caring 
friend .. no, a hero. You once asked me if I thought you were 
the villain of the story, but I wasn't sure. I am now. You're 
the hero. I'm just the maiden who you get to rescue, because you 
are the one who saved me, not just physically. You saved me from 
a hateful self. You're not just a hero, but my hero.

'I know what you are afraid of. That by being with me we 
would  attract  ignorant  people  to  come  and  judge  us.  I  say 
let'em. I won't fear that day, and if it comes, I won't turn my 
back on what truly matters to me.'

Lunn  saw  the  look  in  R.J's  eyes.  Beyond  the  tears  and 
glossy, beautiful eyes, was a person who cared profoundly about 
him. He knew that whatever he would say would fail to register 
in R.J's book if its purpose was to separate them. So, Lunn 
could not leave. He stayed with R.J.
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Chapter XVIII

What They Didn't Know

I T   W A S   S E V E N  in the morning when R.J's mom heard 
feet running down the staircase from the kitchen. It was R.J's 
and  Lunn's.  They  dashed  right  bypass  the  kitchen  and  right 
outside the house.

'Bye mom,' R.J yelled.

'Bye mam,' Lunn did the same.

'Have a good day at school you two,' R.J's mom repeated 
with a smile. They weren't late for school, but excited.

Ever since his return from the other world, R.J lived with 
his mother, sister, and his faithful friend. He shared his room 
with Lunn as they both seemed to want to. His mother didn't mind 
having Lunn live with them as he made R.J happy. This was the 
first time in her life she saw R.J excited about everything in 
life, even going to school.

R.J, Lunn, and L.J all went to the same school; R.J and 
Lunn went to the same class. R.J, having transferred to a girls' 
classroom, separated from all his former friends. He never cared 
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about them nor them him. This worked well for Lunn's advantage. 
He had been following R.J wherever he went. He stuck on him like 
a fly to sugar: in the recess, in seeing schoolmasters, in going 
to the restroom. The moment R.J noticed this, he confronted him:

'What's up, Lunn?'

'Nothing,' Lunn lied.

What Lunn had kept from R.J was that he had been secretly 
protecting  R.J.  What  Lunn  didn't  know  was  that  he  was 
suffocating him by not giving him any space. When a teacher 
asked to see Lunn, R.J felt relieved a bit in getting some air. 
Then Sue came. She was a classmate.

'What's up with little miss bodyguard?'

'Oh, don't worry about it. Lunn's always been like that 
ever since we've met.'

'And what's up with him calling you Malin?'

'.. Um, Lunn just thinks it suits me better than R.J. To be 
honest, it's much better than what my mom used to call me.'

'And what's that?' Sue asked nosily.

'Oh no, there's no way I'm telling you.'

'What! You can trust me, I'm solid.'

'Sure you are. Next thing I know all the guys and the girls 
will be calling me that.'

Sue was known to be a talker. She could keep secrets, but 
finds no fun in doing so. Just then a guy came into the class 
room.  It  wasn't  an  all-girl  school  so  there  were  guys,  but 
during class time there was a gender-separation law. Now that it 
was recess, girls and guys could mix as they please. Lunn had 
still not returned from his meeting with the schoolmaster.

The male student that had entered the class was about R.J's 
age, perhaps a year older. He walked straight towards R.J and 
Sue, though kept his eyes - and smile - on R.J.
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'Hey, R.J,' he said.

'Hey,' R.J replied as he returned a smile. His was fake.

R.J had no clue who the guy was or what he wanted. He 
didn't know him even when he was a guy himself. There was no way 
he knew who R.J was because when R.J enrolled in school as a 
girl, his identity was kept confidential. Only himself and his 
family knew what he once was.

'I was wondering,' the guy said. 'Are you doing anything 
after school?'

From the way he fired that question and the soft tone he 
used, R.J understood that he was hitting on him. R.J's spine 
reacted in a shiver. It wasn't anything personal, but he had 
never considered such a path.

'No, but I'm not interested,' R.J replied coldly.

Both Sue and the hitter's face broke into a shock by R.J's 
direct frankness. Receiving the message well, as well as being 
embarrassed, the guy left without a word. Once he was gone, Sue 
punched R.J on his shoulder.

'Ouh, Sue! What was that for?'

'What's up with you? He was hot!'

'I dunno, I just don't like guys the way you do.'

'Oh, you need to grow up!'

Sue saw R.J as naïve and somewhat childish for not hooking 
up with anyone. She herself had a boyfriend – two in fact – whom 
she loved to brag about.

'You're two timing them?' R.J asked once he heard.

'Yeah,'  Sue  replied  with  a  smile.  'James  is  sweet  and 
everything, but he's .. well, not exactly like Johnny. James is, 
like, strawberry sundae, and Johnny's like chocolate sundae .. 
you love both flavors and can't bare to let one go.'

'You're horrible.'
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'I know, right?' Sue laughed.

R.J  thought  Sue  was  immature,  toying  with  people  like 
babies.  R.J  didn't  befriend  Sue,  but  also  didn't  reject  her 
friendship. For some reason she enjoyed hanging out with him 
even though the two seem to share nothing in common. In fact, 
Sue seems to criticize everything R.J does.

Upon  seeing  Liza  Jane  pass  by  the  window,  Sue  asked: 
'What's up with your sister? She's been weird and silent lately. 
What else happened at home other than Lunn moving in to live 
with you?'

'I dunno, but you're right. L.J does seem different.'

Both R.J and Sue failed to analyze L.J. What they didn't 
know was that she had became quiet for a reason. She was the 
sensitive and fragile type who, upon discovering new feelings, 
experienced an inner conflict. She had fallen for someone, but 
feared stating her feelings towards him because of what people 
might think; what her family and friends might think; what he 
might think. She had fallen in love with her new house-guest, 
R.J's friend, Lunn Bolivar.
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Chapter XIX

Love Me; Protect Me; Hurt Me!

T H E   S U N   W A S  starting to set. The schoolday would 
soon  be  over  and  students  were  to  leave  for  the  day.  Lunn 
refused to go home without R.J so he had spent the last ten 
minutes in and out of classrooms searching for him. He didn't 
have a clue to where he could have disappeared, but then found 
the next best thing: Sue Robinson.

'Hey, Sue. Have you seen R.J? I can't seem to find him 
anywhere.'

'I haven't seen him. Maybe he went home.'

'No. We always wait for each other to return together.'

'Yeah but today the schoolmaster did give us an assignment 
to do and bring tomorrow, so maybe he went home for an early 
start. Besides, you shouldn't worry about not seeing him, you 
live in the same house.'

'Yeah.  But  we  always  go  home  together,'  Lunn  insisted. 
'Thanks, but I'll search some more.'
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As  he  turned  around  to  search  further  classes,  Sue 
understood what was going on. She understood why Lunn had always 
followed R.J wherever he went, why he was so reluctant on giving 
up this search. Just before Lunn disappeared from her sight, she 
rushed towards him to share he studied theory.

'OMG!'

'What?'

'You're in love with her!' Sue exclaimed.

'What are you rambling about?' Lunn naïvely asked as he 
continued his search.

'You're in love with R.J!'

Just then Lunn's foot stopped. His face got serious. Sue 
smiled  as  she  knew  she  hit  the  spot.  She  was  proud  of  her 
deductive skills.

'You don't know what you're talking about!' Lunn attacked.

'Face it, lover boy! You love R.J!'

Repeating it didn't make it any easier. Lunn couldn't say 
anything  to  shut  her  up  so  he  left.  Sue  smiled  at  her  new 
discovery. Across the hall, L.J was standing behind a wall. She 
had not intended on eavesdropping, but she heard everything. She 
was crushed.

She ran. Tears came down from her eyes and she tried to 
prevent them by blocking the flow with her hands, but could not. 
Covering her broken face, she ran.

She made her way to an empty classroom and shut the door 
behind her. There was no one there as was the case with most of 
the classrooms. The sun had set too far for anyone to be on 
campus. Slowly, L.J collapsed on the ground with her hands on 
her face. She soon found herself crying heavily for what she had 
heard.

From  the  moment  she  had  met  Lunn,  she  found  their 
relationship to be odd. She confronted him about her feelings 
towards him, that she could not understand him, and Lunn told 
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her that he used to be something completely else. He told her 
the truth. He told her that he was a male demon instead of a 
human girl. He asked her if she feared him and she said no. He 
smiled and left it at that. However, for L.J, from that moment 
on, her relationship with him changed. At first she was confused 
to why her heartbeat intensified whenever he was around, but 
then,  after  introspective  looking,  self-examining,  and  soul-
searching, she became aware that she was falling for him.

It wasn't the way he looked that attracted her. After all, 
he looked like her brother. But what was inside of him. Seeing 
him  do  things  for  R.J  and  being  polite  like  the  perfect 
gentleman, she could not resist thinking about him twenty-four 
seven. Since he was technically male, and R.J and Lunn were just 
friends, L.J believed she had a chance with him. Hearing that he 
was in love with her brother broke her heart.

Then, she heard the door open. She paused crying and tilted 
her head towards the door awaiting to see who it was. It was 
R.J.

'I thought I heard someone crying. Sis? What are you still 
doing  here?  And  what's  with  the  tears?'  R.J  asked  with  a 
genuine, concerned tone.

'I ..' L.J stuttered as she rose up and wiped her eyes, 
'It's nothing. I just got a bad grade on the quiz, that's all.' 
She lied.

'Well.  Don't  sweat  it.  I'm  sure  you'll  do  better  next 
time,' R.J replied with a smile. 'I'm going home now, want to 
come with me?'

She wanted to say no. she couldn't be around him at the 
moment as she saw her brother as her rival. But she walked with 
him out of the class to head home.

Upon walking down the hallway, R.J and L.J spotted Sue.

'Oh, here you are, R.J, Lunn's been looking for you,' she 
said  with  a  mischievous  smile,  then  shouted  down  the  hall: 
'Lunn! They're over here!'
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As Lunn started their way from a distance, L.J had a bad 
feeling about this, one which she kept to herself.

'Hey,' R.J said to Lunn, 'I thought you left.'

'I didn't,' he replied.

'We should leave now, it's getting late and mom's probably 
preparing dinner now. See you tomorrow, Sue.'

As R.J, Lunn, and L.J left, Sue, smilingly, said: 'Before 
you go, I just thought I'd tell you, R.J, since we are all very 
close friends, that Lunn is in love with you.'

L.J knew that this wasn't going to end good. As both Lunn 
and L.J were speechless, R.J broke into a smile then a laughter.

'That's  crazy!'  R.J.  exclaimed  naïvely  ,  'Lunn  isn't  in 
love with me!'

Everyone kept quiet. R.J's smile died in the seriousness of 
his company. Then, still smiling, R.J turned towards Lunn. Lunn 
was looking the other way, but his serious expression was seen 
and felt from anywhere in the circle of four. R.J's smile faded 
away.

'Lunn .. is that .. true?'

Upon seeing that everything was out in the open, that it 
was either now or never, L.J decided that there was nothing to 
lose. She took the stage.

'That can't be true,' L.J said as all eyes were on her. 
'Because you two are friends. Close friends. But what I and Lunn 
have ...' She broke off as her voice faded out and her eyesight 
fell on the ground before her.

Sue's smile increased, then shattered all together when she 
understood what L.J was trying to say, then, upon comprehension, 
her smile rose even higher than before.

'OMG!' Sue exclaimed at the new revelation. 'You're in love 
with Lunn.'
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Lunn, seeing the look on both R.J and L.J's faces, realized 
that he was in a love triangle, one that could very well destroy 
everything he had with his family. He didn't want to live this 
moment, but there was no escape. With all eyes on him, the next 
move was his.

L.J  stepped  forward,  then  said  as  her  cheeks  blushed 
crimson red: 'Choose, Lunn, me or R.J!'

L.J knew that she was rash and asking too much from Lunn to 
make such a decision, but she could not bare being her brother's 
competitor. The sooner Lunn stated out his feelings, the sooner 
her heart would be at peace. Whether broken or filled with joy, 
it would be at peace. That's all she needed now.

Lunn  felt  not  only  cornered,  but  confused.  He  couldn't 
choose as he loved both of them. Choosing one over the other 
would crush the unselected.

'I .. can't choose.'

'You can,' L.J pushed. 'Just tell us who it is that you 
love.'

'I can't.'

'Yes you can.'

'Don't make me.'

'Tell us!'

'I can't, alright?' Lunn shouted.

'You can!' L.J shouted back. 'Say you love L.J!'

'I love Malin!' He shouted out.

Then,  it  was  silence.  The  shouting  had  ceased,  but  the 
intensity and tension remained in the air. L.J acted tough; she 
smiled weakly as if glad that he had finally chosen a suitor. 
Then, she left. She was devastated. Sue did not dare say a word 
or move an inch. R.J and Lunn stood in shock of what went down. 
They both did not know what to do next.
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'I love .. Malin!' Lunn repeated his last words in a shock 
of realization, then lifted  his  head towards Malin and stated 
the obvious: 'How could I not be? You were the only one strong 
enough to step up and challenge me, steering my emotions, making 
me care about people and value the idea of life, when everyone 
around me failed to do so .. You believed in me when no body 
else did, not even my own self!'

'Lunn .. I'm flattered, but .. I'm sorry. I don't feel the 
same way.'

R.J's honesty cracked Lunn's rising smile of genuine joy. 
Silence and awkwardness roamed the hallway now.

'Oh ..' Lunn broke the silence.

Lunn acted cool, but felt more pain than he had ever felt 
in all of his previous battles. Just then he understood the 
dangers of love.

Not being able to be around R.J, Lunn dashed right by him 
and out of the school. He didn't cry as he sprinted, but his 
heart did.

'Lunn?'

It was L.J's voice that had stopped his run at the school 
gate. The sky was bright orange now.

'Liza Jane? I thought you left.'

'I'm not in a hurry. What's wrong? Why aren't you with 
R.J?'

Saying those words hurt her, but because she loved Lunn she 
decided to respect his decision.

'I .. we're not ..'

L.J looked bypass the broken words and saw that R.J did not 
return L.J's feelings. She saw that he too was heartbroken. She 
placed her arms around Lunn to comfort him. She said no word, 
nor did he, but she gave him a warm look. He returned it. At 
that moment the two felt a connection. They knew that they could 
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have what their hearts desired so badly, and the good news was: 
there wasn't anything blocking their desire this time.
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Chapter XX

State of Peace

T I M E   H A D   P A S S E D  and Lunn and L.J had grown closer 
to  each  other.  They  did  not  hide  their  joy  from  any  one; 
wherever  they  went,  they  held  hands.  They  opened  doors  and 
pulled chairs for each other. The way they sat next to each 
other and talked with one another made a public statement that 
they were not good friends, but an item.

Lunn and L.J could not care less what others thought about 
them. However, Lunn might if he knew how a certain individual 
was feeling every time he saw them. R.J soon became jealous from 
his sister's relationship with his friend. He did not realize 
it, but felt it. Every time he saw them he couldn't help but 
stare with despise at them, as though they had betrayed him. 
When schooldays ended Lunn still returned with R.J home, but his 
eyes were on L.J and his heart was with her. R.J hated that. R.J 
would have grown bitter if Sue hadn't come along.

'Hey, R.J,' Sue greeted as she sat beside him.

'Hey,' R.J replied in a cold manner as he stared at them.
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Sue saw the look in his eyes and was fed up with R.J's 
indecisiveness.

'You know,' Sue raged. 'You're pathetic! First you say you 
don't want him, then when you can't have him, you want him. 
You're such a child!'

'What are you ...'

'Grow up, R.J! Stop being naïve and open your eyes. You're 
in love with Lunn and you can't even admit it.'

Then, Sue stormed out.

R.J sat there thinking about what she said. He realized 
that she was right. He was in love with Lunn. He always had 
been.  He  didn't  wish  to  hurt  his  sister  or  his  friend,  but 
unless he made it known to them, his heart could never be at 
ease.

At the end of the schoolday R.J waited in the hallway. He 
was waiting for Lunn and L.J to come as they did on a daily 
basis. They did. The three were the last to leave school.

'Hey, bro,' L.J said smiling.

'Malin,' Lunn greeted with a similar smile.

The  two  smiled  and  looked  at  R.J  as  though  they  were 
smiling at a joke.

'I .. I wanted to talk to you. Both.'

The hesitation in R.J's voice told both Lunn and L.J that 
this was something important and not to be taken lightly. Their 
smiles wore off.

'I'm .. in love you with, Lunn.'

Lunn became a mute.

'Well you had your chance!' L.J barked.

'I know. And the last thing I want to do is be the cause of 
anyone's unhappiness. I just .. didn't want that to stand in the 
way of our friendship ...'
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L.J backed down from the offensive as she saw an innocent 
look in R.J's eyes. Lunn and L.J's hands had separated by now.

'So,' Lunn finally said. 'What are we gonna do now?'

The three realized that all of them cared deeply about each 
other, but that solved nothing. Lunn could not choose anyone of 
them over the other; they wouldn't agree on it either. Just like 
R.J didn't want to be the cause of his sister's unhappiness, L.J 
didn't want to be her brother's. Then, R.J proposed a bond. He 
raised his hand to the center of the circle, and as both of them 
looked at him, he smiled and said:

'Friends?'

At first confusion struck both Lunn and L.J, but then they 
shared his smile, placed their hands on top of his, and repeated 
the word he proposed without the question mark.

They did not ignore their feelings towards each other, but 
embraced it. The embrace was not physical: it was on a much 
higher level. As for physical embrace, it could wait until the 
right guy came along for each of the three. But no matter what 
happened, they knew they would always be happy as they had a 
sacred bond that could overcome any obstacle.
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malin  is an imaginative tale of a boy who undergoes 
several transformations on a number of levels. Through 

his adventures and the characters he encounters, he 
changes mentally, physically, and spiritually.
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